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NEW REVENUE CUTTERS
::
United States Senator Gore from
,
Newport News, Va., Feb. 10. With
Texas, by telegraph and is being
the launching here today of the new
widely circulated over Oklahoma.
revenue cutters Unalga and Miami
by
Precinct primary elections to select
the Newport News Ship Building com- to the democratic state con
delegates
pany the United States is adding to
omion are under way in Oklahoma
us revenue navy two notable vessels
today.
for the work of saving life and prop- at
sea
in
Perty
TO
connection with their
PRESIDENT TO RESIGN
duties of enforcing the custom laws.
Berlin, Feb. 10. Dr. Spahn, leader
The Miami, which is to be stationof the clerical center
ed at Key West, Fla., and the
party, who yesUnalga, DECLARES HE WILL SUBORDIN. terday was elected
of the
president
which will operate in the waters of
..
.
i .i
rpiphefoore, aumraufea
ATE AMBITIONS FOR GOOD OF
mat ne will resoutheastern Alaska, are sister ships
C.
sign the chair on Monday. He gives
and are the first United States vessels
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
as his reason that he declines to be
completed under the eight hour law.
associated with a socialist vice
With large coal "and water caDacitv
ASKS
A
DIVIDED DELEGATION
tney will be able to make unusually
long trips. Each will have an arma
NO TESTIMONY
HEARD.
ment of three
rapid fire THE SPEAKER HAD REQUESTED
Chicago, Feb. 10. No testimony was
guns.
heard in the packers' trial
TO AGREE TO
today.
United States District Judge Carpen-to- r
ALL PARTS OF COUNTYII REPRESENTED
DIVI8ION OF SUPPORT
FLOODS IN PORTUGAL
T
V.. I.
lalvn, reu.
announced an adjournment until
i.. n..
uouuu,
xne noods con
iv.
next Tuesday because he was called DECISION TO BE REACHED BEFORE
tinue in every port of Portugal, but
NIGHT
HIM
ONE
the southern districts are most seri WENT
BETTER o near an emergency case in another
court.
affected and reports received toImmense Crowd Filled Commercial Club Rooms And Duncan ouslyshow
that the distress among the FORMER EXECUTIVE
day
DECLARES
BASEBALL TEAM IN PANAMA
Finn's Manager is Known fo Favor Las Vegas Both as a
population is acute.
Opera House And Enjoyed Dancing Until an Early Hour
HE WILL MAKE NO FURTHER
Training
New Orleans, Feb. 10. AccomAt the city of Oporto a large numGround And Scene For Ring Event-- He
This Morning Decorations Were Beautiful
EFFORT FOR NOMINATION
Had a Look at The
ber of barges on the river Doure have
panied by members of his baseball
President-Manage- r
team,
Montezuma Hotel Yesterday And Considers
been swept away and several small
Charles
Reopening tt.
Frank
of
the New Orleans Southern
vessels
have been driven out
coasting
St. Louis, Feb. 10. Former Governto sea and lost. At the port of
or Joseph W. Folk today retired from league baseball club, sailed todav far
To the committee who had
Fully 5,000 residents of Las Vegas
charge
the damage done by the inun- the race for indorsement in Missouri Panama to begin two weeks of snrine
and vicinity last evening shook the f the reoeption muhc redit is duo
Late this afternoon tne fate of Las
training. Games have been arranged
dations on the water front is estimated for the democratic
hands of Governor William C. McDon-- for tlle succe8s of the function. Every
Vegas' ambitions for scaging theuig
presential nomina with the
at more than 11,000,000.
organized clubs in the canal
tion in agreeing to a proposal made
was provided for die
championship boxing bout between MAN CLAIMS THAT
enjoy
zone.
ald, his striking wife and pretty ueiun
by Speaker Champ Clark.
ment of the guests. Las Vegas peo- Jack Johnson and Jvimie Flynn had
Speaker
daughter during the progress of the
Clark wanted Mr. Folk to agree to a
Pie joined heartily in the
not been decided.
Promoter Jack
of
spirit
in
honor of the state's
reception given
UNITED STATES REFUSES divided delegation. Mr. Folk did this
Curley was in conference with a comfirst executive. The Commercial club the occasion and taeir presence in
KIMMEL WAS SHOT
ARIZONA'S
GOVEkNOR
and at the same time released all of
mittee of business men who are anx
rooms and the Duncan opera house large numbers showed their regard for
his friends from giving their support
ious to land the event for Las
where the reception and the dance the governor and their appreciation of THE REQUEST OF MEXICO
Vegas.
Governor
Folk
the
It
authorized
efforts
was expected that a definite agree- SWINNEY
the
follow
of
IS
the
OBSTINATE
to
committee
proMAN
which followed it were neid, were a
TESTIFIES THAT HE
ment would ,be reached before
ing statement:
scene of beauty. As handsomely vide an enjoyable evening,
KILLED MAN WHO MURDERED
tonight
"I have read Mr. Clark's statement
NOT
Curley is known to favor Las Vegas
ALLOW
he success of the reception and bal1 WILL
FEDERAL
dressed a crowd of people as nas ever
THE L08T BANKER.
with pleasure, and sincerely apreciate REFUSES TO ALLOW ANY CERE- - strongly but there are so many deTROOPS TO ENTfcR JUAREZ
been seen in Las Vegas filled the ca- is due largely to the ladies of the
MONIES TO A i TEND HIS
the spirit manifested therein. I heart
tails to be worked out and so many
THROUGH TEXAS.
St Louis, Mo., Feb. lO.Tohn B.
pacious rooms and Governor McDon- city who graced the occasion by their
cities are bidding for the mill that Swlnney, New Mexico
ily concur in the sentiments that per
INAUGURATION,
ald may feel assured that he became presence, and to those who were ac
ranchman, teshe has not yet made his decision. He tified in the Kimmel case
Washington, Feb. io. A battalion sonal ambition should be subordinated
today that
raijugeu un me various com
acquainted with representative iwead-oPhoenix, Ariz., Feb. 10. The devo- may not announce it until his return he killed the man who shot and killed
mittees. The names of the ladies who of the Eighteenth Infantry has been to the interest of our party in Mis
City people.
Governor-electo
tion
of
t
Chicago but it is likely, if Las Ve- George A. Kimmel in a forest In Oreordered from Whipple Barracks, Ari souri and now that Mr. Clark has ex
George W. P.
The receiving line was stationed in assisted are as follows:
to El Paso, Texas. The situa- pressed a willingness to have this del Hunt to "Jeffersonlan Simplicity" has gas is the favored bidder, toe will gon, August 14, 1898, two weeks after
zona,
who
Jaaies
the lobby of the Commercial club,
pouredMrs. William tion at Juarez,
caused a conflict between Arizona's make it public before feaving. Mr Kimmel disappeared.
Swinney wan
G.
opposite El Paso, is re egation divided between him and my
which was beautifully
decorated. G. Haydon, Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. H. ported to be ugly, twe Insurrectos be self, as suggested recently by Mr first state governor and the various Curley probably will not leave for CM allowed to tell his story to the
jury
Mrs.
Coors,
Jake
Stern, Mrs. E. V.
Masses of smilax formed a backBryan, shall now request my friends Phoenix committees delegated to ar- cago until tomorrow evening.
with but slight Interruption from atMrs. W. J. Laicm, Mrs. Emily ing much disturbed over the threat to make no further effort in
Long,
for
be
the statehood celebration
range
my
ground upon which pink carnations
Yesterday Curley was taken to th torneys for the insurance comr
ened entrance of Madero troops Into
1
and inauguration festivities.
Hot Springs. He visited th old Mon which holds
half.
were showered in seemingly reckless P. Rudulph, Mrs. Charles Tamme, that place by way of American
policies amounting to
Mrs. F. H. H. Roberts, Mrs. W. E.
Soon after his election Mr. Hunt tezuma ftotel property In Which lie
I believe, from reports
received
on Kimmel's life. The defense
profusion. From the ceiling and Kaaer, Mrs. F. U
Myers.
Mr.
announced
Clark
evinced
a
Curother
tuat
from
considerable
that
his
interest
states,
Inauguration would
plans to put on witnesses who, it la
chandeliers long streamers of smilax
The state department has concludeto his prominent position in be marked by Jeffersonlan simplicity ley told a representative of The Optic testimony.
Committee on refreshments Mr to decline tne
and pink carnations were depended in
of the Madert owing
request
at. this time and his long
W. E.
that he would walk to the capitol today that he Is seriously considering contended, will discredit Swinney's
Mrs. ike Bacharach,
government for permission for Mexi- Washington
graceful designs. In the opera house, Mrs. H.Gortner,
N. Graubarth, Mrs. Charles can
service there, has, per take the oath of office, deliver his in reopening the hotel. Upon his arrival
honorable
and
The witness Is an aknowledged two
to
cross
Texas.
where dancing was enjoyed after the
The Eixhi
troops
the nomina augurai aadress and assume charge in Chicago he will go directly to the time convict, having served two senMrs. F. R. Lord, Mrs. F. L. ee.nth
battalion with a ma- haps, better chances for
reception, the decorations were patri- Greenclay,
infantry
of the state government.
tion than any other Mssourian and
Mrs. R. chine
Notwith offices of the Santa Fe and endeavor tences for murder and train robbery.
Myers, Mrs. F. E. Olney,
gun detachment will relieve Colotic, a profustion of flags being used
all claims
this announcement commit to get a lease on the building, he as- Kimmel, in company wltfi, the late
release
therefore
Mrs. John Robbins,
Mrs.
standing
shll
Pritchelt,
onel Steever's cavalrymen on guaru
in converting the big auditorium into
Charles A Spiess.
may have on the delegation and re tees were named and plans made for serts. Curley was surprised to lit
Robert M. Snyder of Kansas City, a
a bower of red, white and blue.
duty at El Paso and enable the latter
quest y, friends to join with me in a big celebration. The entire city was hot water springs near Las Vegas. He man named Johnson and Swinney, ac
of
Committee
who
ladies
at
assisted
to
the
holder.
Govpatrol
were
Upon the receiving line
Mr. Clark the united support of to be gaily decorated.
It was to be declared he had never heard of their cording to Swinney s testimony, left
in club rooms
The withdrawal of permission for giving
ernor and Mrs. McDonald, Miss Fran-ce- r refreshment tables
the biggest day Phoenix had ever existence here. The possibilities of Kansas
Missouri in this contest."
,
Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs. Simon
City the night Kimmel disapMexican troops to proceed over AmeriMcDonald, former Governor and
the Hot Springs as a training quarters peared, for Coosbay,
Mr. Clark's statement, as received had.
Mrs. C. D. Boucher, Mrs. J. can
Oregon, to search
territory really amounts only to
Mrs. W. J. Mills, Secretary of State
Then word came rrom Globe that Curley asserted cannot be surpassed. for buried treasure of $40,000. The
Fred Anton, Mrs. T. B Bowen, Mrs. 1). a delay until a complete understand- by Governor Folk, follows:
and Mrs. Antonio Lucero, Lieutenant W.
had disapproved He was taken to Romeroville where party went through ssenver and San
"Especially desirous of bringing the the governor-elec- t
Condon, Mrs J. S. Duncan, Jr., ing is reached.
Governor and Mrs. E. C. de Baca and Mrs.
to
the
and
of
Missouri
He
refuseu
to allow the he also was pleased with what he saw. Franciso and took a sailing vessel
program.
together
democracy
Charles Greenclay, Mrs. James
When first the request of the MexiJudge and Mrs. David J. Leahy. At O'Byrne, Mrs. Ben Strickfadden, Mrs.
as far as possible any acrimony militia to parade and the various com- A trip to El Porvenir completed the from San Francisco to Coosbay.
avoid
can government was granted by the
8:20 o'clock the doors were opened G. L.
After finding $4,000 of the treasure,
Kahle, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. slate department, it was understood in the state, I have, after consulta mittees were in a quandary. The day's travels.
and a stream of humanity which In- H. J.
tion with numerous friends and on due plans of the chairman of the parade
Curley says Tommie Burns should according to Swinney, Johnson and
Mrs.
Isac Kacharach, that
Ryan,
400
men
were
for
involved
only
of
in
the
volume as the hands
creased
deliberation, determined to agree to committee were shattered because the be given another try at Jack John- Kimmel quarreled in the woods, JohnMiss Maria Olney.
garrisoning the post at Juarez. Later and accept the suggestion made by governor refused to .
clock pointed toward 9:30 and then
to the capitol. son if he wants it. He says the for- son shot Kimmel; Swinney, in turn.
Committee on decorations Mrs. A. much uneasiness was expressed by
gradually diminished until 10 o'clock A.
Mr. Bryan to divide the Missouri dele No one knew even if he would con mer champion is entitled to it. Cur shot and kilted Johnson and
A.
Mrs.
Swinney
Mr.
and
was
Texans who feared Mexico
George
Jones,
going
when the last belated guest wished
to the national convention be sent to review the parade. No one ley did not venture an opinion as to and Snyder buried the bodies Of JohnMrs.
M. Lyon, to use the American route for a gen- gation
Mrs.
F.
and
Fleming,
the governor welcome, was admitted.
Folk and myself, pro knows yet. Governor Hunt is expect the outcome of such a battle. Curley son and Kimmel in the same
Mr. and Mrs. Charles U. Trumbull, eral mobilization of troops to sup- tween Governor
grave,
Prominent democrats, prominent
of
vided
course, that the dem ed to arrive today from his home ai says there is sometnrng besides fun covered it with leaves and
always
Mrs.
Ned
Mrs.
slipped
Charles
outbreaks
in
Raynolds,
Chihuahua.
Upon
press
prominent merchants, prom-inueocrats of this state are in the main Globe and a concerted effort will be in the promoting business. It is real, away.
Mr. Perry Onion, Mrs. R. B. representations
from Governor Col- for
educators, prominent society
made to get him to recede from his hard work. Promoting a big match
one or the other of us.
Swinney testified that Snyder took
Wingo, Mr. Henry Shaw, Mr. Audley quitt of Texas the first permission
women and girls and representative
"I am especially anxious there position. In the absence of definite requires the writing of thousands of Kimmel's effects and intended to
Groves.
vas
held
up.
in
lire
of every station and vocation
word from Washington regarding the letters and telegrams, many long rail send them to his mother but Snyder
should be harmony and
The ladies who presided at the
Discussions are now going on bemade up the assemblage. It was a
the democrats of Missouri time of issuing the statehood procla- road trips and much detail work. A was afraid to do so. The claimant,
among
crowd of which Las Vegas can Well punch bowls were Mrs. E. D.Raynolds. tween the two countries to make
Whether the Joplin convention would mation, the date of the inauguration promoter is compelled to employ a Andrew J. White, former convict, was
feel proud. For every visitor Govern- Mrs. Jose Baca, Mrs. George H. Hun- clear that the American state depart- be for me or Governor Folk is a ques- program is uncertain.
force of stenographers and clerks for not in court to hear Swinney's story.
or McDonald had a cordial salutation ker, and Mrs. Edward Lewis, and they ment granted permission only for the tion which it is unnecessary
and
months before the staging of a bl?
When
to
go to Juarez.
and he gave every evidence of enjoy- were assisted by the following young small garrison
which would be bootless for me to
bout.
To be Admitted Wednesday
AKS TAFT'S AID
ladies: Madeline Mills, Ruth Win- the understanding is clear the soldiers discuss now.
is sufficient to say
It
ing to the utmost the opportunity or
Feb. 30. Official
re
Washington,
Feb. 10. Brigadier
Washington,
AuPhoebe Hart, Marie Mann,
undoubtedly will pass under escort that in the interest of party harmonv turns from Arizona's first election un
becoming personally acquainted witn ters,
General C. H. Whipple, retiring paydewar
rora
The
Carrie
of
American
Lucero,
Opal
Greenberger,
cavalry.
the residents of San Miguel county.
in this state, I have determined to der the enabling act, which will adCANYON DEL AGUA ROAD master general of the army, told the
conWhile the reception was in progress Jones, Helen Nahm, Loraine Lowry. nartment, it is said, has not in
say that I am wiling to accept the sug- mit her as a state, were laid before
house committee on expenditures in
Miss
Alice
Frances
other
Baca,
troops
Myers,
templation sending any
an orchestra played softly in the
made for a division of the President Taft today by R. A. Kirk
gestion
the war department
charges of
Coors, Katlierine Johnson, Margaret toward the border at present, but they
music room.
state delegation, and I hope my Mr. Taft has been asked to sign the
TO DE BEGUN MAY I conduct unbecoming athat
gentleman and
Race.
still are in readiness.
will
state
friends
the
10
be
At
o'clock the grand march
throughout
proclamation admitting Arizona to the
an officer against Major Beecher
heartly agree to this suggestion and Union on Monday, Lincoln's birthday
B. Ray of the army pay corps had
gan, it was led by Governor ana Mrs.
at
Jimenez.
Soldiers Delayed
PROCOMMISSIONERS
with me in carrying it out." President aft will be in New York COUNTY
McDonald.
been
Immediately behind the
suppressed "at the suggestion of
El Paso, Texas, Feb. 10. Advices
VIDE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
The agreement first was proposed by on that day, however, and will sign the
governor and his wife walked Miss "SPLENDID
President
Taft. Ray, it is charged,
are
BANKRUPT" received in Juarez this morning
OF A NEW HIGHWAY.
W J. Bryan, while here recently, Gov proclamation on Wednesday.
took an active part in the Taft cora- Frsj&ces and E. S. Groves, and former
600
and
300
federal
soldiers
that
ernor Folk was willing to agree to a
Governor and Mrs. vV. J. Mills. The
paign of 1908 and his political activity
rurales are held at Jimenez divided
May 1 has been set by the board of has been under
SENTENCED TO JAIL mounted
delegation at the state congrand march was p'artfdifated in by
investigation by th
HAWLEY WILL FOUND
south ot Chihuahua by destroyed rail- vention but
county commissioners as the date
Speaker Clark's managers
over'WM) couples.
committee.
road bridges. They are en route north refused.
Babylon, L I., Feb. 10. Miss Mar upon which the construction of the congressional
It has been charged that Major Ray
Following the second aance upon
to campaign against the revolutionThe matter was put up to Mr. Clark garet Cameron, the protege of the late new road through the Canyon del acted as "a
the program refreshments were serveo FOURTEEN YEARS AGO HOOLEY ists west of Chihuahua.
walking delegate" for
in Washington and he telegraphed Edwin Hawley, the railroad million Agua will be begun. The likelihood of the
WAS RICHEST MAN IN ENGin the billiard room of the Commercial
General Whiprepublican
party.
last
Grandes
at
to
rebels
indicated
friends
The
that she has frost and bad weather is responsible
Governor Folk today. A conversation aire,
ple said that twice Major Ray esclub. A number of women and girls
LAND; NOW HE'S BROKE
or
will
a
found
made up a tram and ran north by telephone
document
under
which
night
for the setting of the date so late in caped trial on charges which
shortly before noon beof Las Vegas served the viands, which
he, the
to the vicinity of Santa Sofia, where tween Mr. Clark and Governor Folk she becomes entitled to a share of the
year. J. M. Martinez, road combelieved warranted prosecuwere delicious. Serving was done at
10 Ernest
Feb.
liondon,
Tarah they burned two more bridges on the followed and Governor Folk then his estate. Relatives of Mr. Haw missioner for the Third district, will general,
tion. He said he went to Beverly in
eautiful with Hooley, who was one of the
tables, which were
Citizens of
ley assert that he died intestate and
leading Mexico Northwestern.
work 1910 to see the
cloth and gleaming silverware and men in the financial world of London Juarez and surrounding villages in- made public his announcement. Lon have applied for letters of admin have charge of the construction
president and that
under the supervision of County Com- Mr. Taft had dictated a letter in his
Sanders, campaign manager for Govdecorations of smilax and ping carna- a few years ago, was sentenced
Miss Cameron is reported missioner John H. York.
today cluding Guadalupe, San ignacio and ernor Folk, after1 the statements were istration.
The new presence advising that for the honor
tions. Hundreds of candles shed their at the Old Bailey to a year's imprison- San
to have found the document during a
Lorezno, have been formed into given out, said:
an
excellent
make
will
road
highway of the army and the good name of a
soft light upon the tables and added ment on a charge of obtaining money volunteer defenders and supplied with
"This
means
Mr. visit to the railroad man's country to Santa Rosa and other towns in the woman, stories of the
practically
to
attractiveness.
major's acquaingreatly their
by fraudulently representing as free arms, to resist any attack that may be Folk's withdrawal from the
home early this week.
lower country. It will open to Las tance with the wife of an employe of
presidenThose who had an opportunity of of encumbrances some property he made upon Juarez by the rebels south tial race."
Vegas a large amount of country the pay department be kept from the
speaking at length with the governor had sold to the prosecutor.
of there.
STEPHENS EXONERATED
trade that now goes to other towns be- records.
and his wife and daughter found them
Hooley was one of the leading finanfaciliHarmon
10. By a vote of cause of poor transportation
Feb.
Bryan
Against
Washington,
In one of his letters President Taft
altogether charmingi Governor Mc- ciers in England from 1890 to 18DS
Federals Whip Zapatistas.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 10 "I think seven to five, the senate commute iu ties. The new road will furnish a said Major Ray had been active
inin
Donald has a personality whicn
when he was declared bankrupt. He
Cuernavaca, Mexico, Feb. 10. Ad- it would be suicidal to nominate Har- privileges and elections today approv- much shorter overland route than the
at the Instance of his
campaign
while
commands
admiration
1,000,
had
been regarded as one of the herents of Zapata, numbering
stantly
mon or any one else favored by Wall ed the report of the subcommittee, those now in use and will obliterate (the
presidents) brother, and added
Mrs. McDonald and iss Frances are wealthiest men in the country, acquir- were defeated laBt night in a battle six street.'
It is a piece of that he feared Major Ray had "preexonerating Senator Stephenson from all heavy grades.
sweet and pretty. Las Vegans hope ing his riches by the promotion of
This message, bearing the name of charges of corruption in connection work that will be a credit to the sumed" on the value of the service
numerous companies.
their visits here will be frequent
W. J. Bryan, was received today by with his election.
(Continued on Page Eight)
rendered.
county.
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ON THE
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FIRST VISIT
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LAS

IN FAVOR OF

VEGAS

CLARK

Recept ion in Honor of William
McDon
aid Was Most Brilliant Social Affair
Of The Winter Season.

Sin--on-

BIG BOXING BOOT LIKELY TO

BE STAGED IN THIS CITY IS
OPINION

OF BUSINESS

Late This Afternoon Committee

MEN

Was in

Consultation With Promoter

Jack Curley.

Lei-oxe-

1

130,-00-

Bach-arach-
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LAS VEQAS

A HEALTHY,
HAPPY OLD AGE

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
a bea.1 formula. Napoleon encour-beeParis, Feb. 10. Frenchmen have,
ex- - aged, both personally and financially,
the
Interest
with
watching
Derienoft of the retired American the dawning industry, and founded
army lieutenant, Riley E. Scott, in schools to teach the process of mandropping bombs from aeroplanes at ufacture. Four imperial factories,
the aerodrome of Villa Coublay. Lieu- - producing six million pounds a year
.
a.
a
Mi i ml ,"H (n 1Q19
.a
ThAro nr.-leiiam nocou mvwiin-v- i tui nnnAMhii WAra f
In France,
251
for
sugar
the
large
to
plant
determine
'day
angle
designed
the proper launching of a bomb, to- employing a total of 35,000 hands and
gether with the determination of the! producing annually over 725,000 metric
Bpeer of the aeroplane with reference tons.
to a point upon the ground which it Is
These facts, brought out at the sudesired to hit The apparatus proved gar manufacturers' banquet, were a
of great help to the aviator, who suc- striking justification, ; it was pointed
ceeded, at a height of 300 feet. In out, of the faith of Napoleon, which
thowlng two elongated projectiles at the time the beet sugar was first
Lieutenant manufactured formed a favorite subwithin a small circle.
Scott made his experiments with an ject for caricature.
American biplane.
of

j

.

DAILY

.t

-

OPTIC. SATURDAY.

FEBRUARY

10, 1912.

CELEBRATE HIS TROUBLE
NOT OF HEART
CENTENARY OF

WILL

May be promoted by those who
gently cleanse the system, now and
then, when in need of a laxative
remedy, by taking a deseitspoonful
of the ever refreshing, wholesome
and truly beneficial Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna, which is the NOTED SOUTHERNER
.
WAS VICE
.
only tamily laxative generally ap- PRESIDENT OF CONFEDERATE'
proved by the most eminent phv
STATES OF AMERICA.
sicians, because it acts in a natural,

STEPHENS

strengthening way and warms and
tones up the internal organs without
weakening them. It is equally benefi-ncifor the very young and the middle aged, as it is always efficient and
free from all harmful ingredients. To
get its beneficial effects it is always
necessary to buy the genuine, bearthe name of the Company
ing
Berlin, Feb. 10,. Germany, where
The Paris taxlcab strike is proving
California
Fig Syrup Co. plainly
one of the most successful in the his interest in track aid field aports,
the
front of every package.
on
of
to
recent
printed
though
origin, begins
tory of labor troubles. Although the

-t-

Waynesville.N.C Mr. F. R. Huffman,
of this city, says : "I suffered dreadfully
with what I thought was heart trouble,
and tried various medicines in vain.
After other remedies had failed, Thed-ford- 's
restored me to
health. I would not feel safe without
in the house. I considei
it worth its weight in gold.
It cured my indigestion, and by this
means I was restored to health. I can
not express my gratitude for its benefits."
Good health depends on the condition
Poor digestion and
of your digestion.
good health do not go together.
will
Thedford's Black-Draug- ht
thoroughly cleanse and set in order youi

Atlanta, Ga., Feb. '10. Preparations
have been completed for the appropriate observance of the centenary of
Alexander Hamilton Stephens, one of
the most distinguished sons of this
state and at one time vice president
of the Confederate States of America.
The life history of Alexander Hamilton Stephens reads like a romance.
One of the most remarkable features
of his life was the fact that Stephens
from boyhood was extremely weak
and delicate and in his later years
movement is now in its third month, vie with that in the United States
was
is
and
to
Great
practically a confirmed invalid, digestive system.
Britain,
was
preparing
the strike fund is larger than it
but even in these the disease took a but in spite of this tremendous handi
when the strike was declared. This made h forrfjidable bid for supremacy
It has done this for others, during the
less unfavorable course than in sim- - cap led an extremely active life,
is due to tie fact that the issuance of at the Olympic games In Stockholm
70 years, and is today the mosl
past
serum.
the
treated
with
not
cases
lar
achieved fame as orator, politician,
permits by the strikers to chauffeur this year.
popular
vegetable liver remedy on the
At a meeting of the German impe- No unfavorable results of any nature statesman, author and educator and market.
who own their own machines has
Try it.
use.
to
its
were
traced
maintained his high pressure energy
Insist on Thedford's. Price 25c.
brought in a heavy revenue, as each rial committee for the games, under
The serum is produced from, the almost to the day of his death, at the
chauffeur who is authorized by the the presidency of Victor von Podblel-sky- ,
blood
of convalescing fever patients, age of 71.
minister
former
of
one
agriculture,
union to work contributes daily
the third or fourth weeks
taken
was
it
decided
during
to send a team of
Alexander Hamilton Stephens was the Confederate convention at Montdollar to the fund. At the close of
mixed
with born near
and
of
convalescence
160
men
about
to
the
$116
games, payina
Crawfordsville, Ga., Febru- gomery to arganize a provisional Coi
January this fund had reached
serums from three different
000.
it is distributed proportionally tn"e'ir transportation, board and other phenol,
ary 11, 1812. His grandfather, Alex federate government, and was sucpersons being mingled before injec- ander Stepnens, who settled in Penn- cessively elected provisional and perto the strikers, who say they intend expenses.
As a lack of hotel accommodations tion to secure uniformity. Injections
to
the fight until their waKes
sylvania in 1746, was in un gland an manent vice president of the Confedchildren
for
50
centimetres
cubic
- of
is
is
it
already becoming evident,
proart- i: creased.
adherent of Prince Charles Edward. eracy, serving later as Confederate
posed to charter a special steamer for and 100 cubic centimetres for adults In this country he fought in the In- commissioner at the noted Hampton
were made. The experiments are be dian war and under
An exhihtion of miniatures such as quarters for the athletes,
Washington in roads conference of February, 1865, to
Expenses for the German team are ing continued.
war
also
has never yet been seen, will be open-and
the French
distinguished negotiate an armistice with Lincoln
ed d i ring February at Brussels. All estimated at about $20,000. Of this it
himself by his bravery as a captain in and Seward.
"Conservation of Natural Resour
In May, 1865, after Lee's surrender,
the best collections of Europe will be is "oped that the German government,
the revolutionary army. After peace
and the "New Nationalism," is was declared he removed to
ces"
which
has
Stephens was arrested by the United
already created a preced-harepre ented. The queen of Holland
Georgia.
sues still under discussion in the Unl
Slates authorities, and imprisoned at
jiiomised 30 masterpieces, includ- - attt bv Providing funds for the Ger-inYoung Alexander, who was left an Fort
ted States, have reached far advanced
man
horsemen competing in the
Warren, Boston Harbor, until
J. Pierpont
three by Holbelm.
orphan at the age or 15, was placed the
In Germany,
following October, when he was
has promised to contribute tary and civilian riding competitions, stages of settled policy
C.
the
in
Charles
his
Mills,
uncle,
of the by
released on his own parole. He was
his famous collection of XVIII century wiI1 Pay $12,500, the balance being as is shown by the decision
school of the Rev. Alexander Hamilto
turn
commerce
of
minister
Prussian
met
bv
elected TJnuited States senator in FebThe
private subscriptions.
English miniatures, and the principal
Wilkes
at
ton Webster
Washington,
over to the Rheinisch-Westphalia- n
small
sum'
,Jlouh
with
the
ruary, 1866, but was not allowed to
will
and
French
collectors
compared
English
county, from whom he took the mid- take his seat. In
$60,000 raised in the United States, coal syndicate, the great German "fuel
the roiinwing August
lend the cream of their galleries.
1828
was
In
he
name of Hamilton.
will be sufficient, as the fare to Stock trust," the sale of all the coal prod- dle
he was appointed delegate to the Naat
sent
to
Franklin
Athens,
college,
in
tional Union convention at Phllaiiel-phia- .
A striking innovation in the direc- holm from Berlin is low. A special uce! by the government mines
Ga., now the State University, by the
In 1868 he was counsel for ine
tion of the enforced medical examina- train will carry the expected crowd of Westphalia. This is a development
Educational society, rescarcely conceivable under American Presbyterian
Columbus prisoners and m July of. the
tion of women has been suggested German supporters.
loaned him by
Trials to pick the German competi conceptions of these policies, but quite paying the money thus
same year was defeated as a randi-dat- e
by the Swiss Society of Public Utility
after
his
school
graduation
of
the
teaching
ideas
German
with
in
tors
will
In
be
held
harmony
the
for the United States senate by
for Women. The propositon is that
durng
leipsig
w
m..
n
i:
to in 1832, on which occasion he took Joshua Hill. In 871
young Swiss should ndergo a medic- ivuiuuiiiiu uunuays. .viay zt ana aT. proier relation of the government
Stephens became
first honors. Even at that time his
al examination on the same system as To spare the Marathon runners the great combinations.
and
editor
prop'ietor of tne Atlanta
Under its settled policy of public health was feeble and his spirit mel "Daily Sun." He was again defeated
their brothers when entering the strain of a full Marathon course so
the ancholy. On July 22, 1834, he was ad
army; that the measure should be close to the big race, trials for this utilization of naturalnowresources, the mitted to the bar after only) two as candidate for United States senator
become
has
state
Prussian
will
1
event
be
held
over
about
but in the same year was elected repMay
made compulsory, and that a certifiof coal lands months' study, passing a perfect ex- resentative to
cate of health and fitness for mother a distance of only 25 kilometres, largest individual owner
congress, to which he
recent purchases amination.
was
In 18T, 1877, 1879 and
hood should be Issued to each young about 1614 miles.
Germany has at in the country, its
of
his
first
the
prahavyear
During
a sprinter: under the law of June 18, 1907,
women who passes the examination. least three men: Rau,
in 1882.. The same
and he frugally 1881, resigning
In a recent report of the society Braun, a half mller and Peohlman, a ing given it a total of 189,770 acres, ctice he earned $400
was
he
elected
year
governor of
soon his
Swiss women were urged to undergo pole vaulter, who have shown close almost three times as much as the lived on $6 a mqntii. But
but
died
he
before
the exGeorgia,
inr
his
with
it
practice Increased and
examination for the sake of them- to world's championship form, and a largest private owner, the
of his term. His death ocpiration
Mining company. This law come so that after a few years he was curred at
lot of men for pracselves and their country. The exAtlanta, on March 4. 1883.
of
aimed to prevent the able to buy the old family homestead
which
1907,
all
the
in
events
the
tically
In
the society wish the test
tremists
Olympic
He was a brilliant orator ami made
Hall.
of
He
the
resources
famous
his
later
fuel
and
Liberty
to be applied to both men and wo- program. The material for the team undeveloped
famous addresses in congress
hands of some became active in politics and waB many
men, irrespective of army
require- is far better than its training methods, country falling into the
and on other occasions. He was
on
a
with
state
elected
platpower
representative
ments, and made compulsory by law German ideas on this subject being ol monopolistic organization
equally capable as a writer and was
under conditions that govern the the haziest nature. The limitations ol to throttle industry at any future time form opposing nullification in 1836, the author of several noteworthy
authorfuel
1839
declined
and 1840, but
1837, 1838,
supply,
granting of life insurance polices. ' he committee's knowledge on this by controlling the
books of a politicar and historical
ized the state to reserve the mineral further election in lb
They also seek a law making it com-- subject is shown by a circular of
character. For several years he was
250
"maximal fields," of apHe was a delegate to the Southern
for clergymen to demand a struction issued to candidates a short rights in
a member of the faculty of the
53
acres
Charleston
".
commercial
at
each,
convention
time
aS recommending solely "light, proximately
medical certificate from applicants be- Georgia State University.
daily exercise" and a dally bath. In the remaining coal lands were thrown in 1839, was elected state senator in
lore marrrying.
Berlin and some other large cities open to general private ownership. 1842, and in 1843 representative to the
now seletced and ac- twenty-nint"IN A BAD WAY"
congress by 3,000 maThe genius of Napoleon has again there are now a number of clubs with The state has
area
authorized by the jority. There were then no congressfull
the
been emphasized at the celebration of athletic instructors, but most of the quired
and college and law, some 136,000 acres, partly in the ional districts, the members being Many an East Las Vegas Reader Will
the centenary of the Association of men are
school-traineFeel Grateful for This Information
which con new coal fields on the west bank of elected under the "general ticket"
athletes,
Manufacturers
France.
of
The
Sugar
near
and
Cleves
lower
When
the
in
Rhine,
method.
was
tribute
to
He
success
of
1845,
your back gives out;
the
the
largely
manufacture of beet sugar is entirely
Becomes lame, weak or aching:
partly east of the Rhine in the 1847, 1849, 1851, 1853, 1855 and 1857
due to Napoleon. The possibility of American teams, are entirely lacking,
districts of Dusseldorf and Dortmund and 1859 retired frosi public life, makWhen urinary troubles set in.
making sugar from beets was first
In the Sllesian coal fields ing an eloquent farewell speech at
Your kidneys are "in a bad way."
and
partly
A
in
serum treatment for scarlet fever
suggested by French agriculturists
coal
These
near
Russian
frontier.
the
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sick
in
which
he
declared
the
Augusta, Ga.,
1660 but the idea was not worked was reported by
two physicians of
held in re- country at rest and slavery secure.
he
will
probably
deposits
kidneys.
1747.
Frank
upon until
at a meeting at a
lxcal evidence proves their merit.
In 1860 his name was discussed for
The real introduction of beet sugar Frankjfort hospital. Twelve cases of serve for the present; their exact
cannot
determined
until
be
the
value
P.
Ciddlo, 506 Grand Ave., Tast Las
the
of
the
United
States,
to
presidency
the hatred pure scarlet fever which the customhowever, is attributable
but. the govern and he was an elector at
of England, which had so important ary treatment had failed to relieve, mines are opened,
large on the Vegas, N. Mex., says: "I am as strong
an influence on the policy of Napaleon. were selected for the first trials, a ment has been able to take its pick Douglas and Johnson ticket. In 1861, in my praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
as delegate to the Georgia secession today as when I publicly testified to
The emperor's decree of 1810, which decided improvement being observed of the most desirable prospects.
convention, he voted against seces- their merit two years ago. I had a
forbade the importation of English in ten cases folowing the injection of
POLITICS IN NEW ZEALAND.
sion.
He was chosen a member of great deal of trouble from my back.
colonial sugar, deprived France of a the serum. The fever began to dimFeb. 10. The New
N.
Z.,
Auckland,
There was a steady, dull ache through
product of prime necessity. Napoleon inish in from two to four hours and
my loins and right side, and stopping
found himself forced to find some sub- disappeared entirely after 14 hours, Zealand parliament assembled today
mofor
what
to
be
a
caused
promises
nighly
sharp twinges. I believe that
stitute. Munificent grants to scien- pulse, respiration and general condimy work was responsible for the troutists and bounties to manufacturers, tion also improving markedly. In the mentous session. Neither party as a
ble, as I am Obliged to sit in a crami-eafter many failures and much dis two other cases severe complications result of the recent elections, has a
to carry on the
position so much of the time.
couragement, resulted in the finding with blood poisoning already existed, large enough majority
affairs of the country. As a consethe use of
Prompt relief followed
quence the early fall of the Ward minHealth is the foundation of all good Doan's Kidney Pills, the contents of
istry is expected.
looks. The wise woman realizes this one box completely curing me."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
and takes precautions to preserve her
PLANS FOR LINCOLN BANQUET
health and strength through the pe- cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.,
Buffalo,
Springfield, 111., Feb. 10. Springfield riod of child bearing. She remains a New York, sole agents of the United
the home city of Abraham .Lincoln, pretty mother by avoiding as far as States.
has completed plans for Its customary possible the suffering and dangers of
Remember the name Doan's and
celebration next Monday of the an- such occasions. This every woman take no other.
niversary of his birth. The most not- may do through the use of Mother's
DELICIOUS STEAKS
able feature of the observance will be Friend, a remedy that has been so long
so much
The Las Vegas Mercantile company
a banquet under the auspices of the in use, and accomplished
good, that it is in no sense an experi- makes a
naspeclaltiy o? alfalfa-feLincoln Centennial association. The
ment, but a preparation which always tive and Kansas
City beef. Conseprincipal speakers at the banquet will produces the best results. It is for
be Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of external application and so penetrating quently the best steaks to be purchasMassachusetts and Representative in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate ed in this city come off the blocks la
every muscle, nerve and tendon in- its meat department You are not
Frank B. Willis of Ohio.
)j;iit
volved during the period before baby getting the best for your money uncomes. It aids nature by expanding less you are
buying meat at the Las
IN NEW YORK CITY
the skin and tissues, relieves tenderMercantile
Vegas
company's store.
Ton
will
find Hotel Cumberland, ai ness and soreness, and perfectly preIn amfin binVi
The b&t part ot the day is the evening, when the whole family u
I
street pares the system for natural and safe
Broadway and Fifty fourth
near Central Park, an Ideal locator motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
5o
( tie old ayt oi tne smosy urepiace ana nicxenng candle are gone torever. Ill their
in the retail shopping and theater used and endorsed by thousands of
Ml
place have come the convenient oil stove and the indispensable Rayo Lamp.
mothers, and its use will prove a comdistrict, with the subway,
elevater fort
in the United States alone, more than 3.000.000 of these Ravo
There are
and benefit
more
to
homes.
than
white
and
I"
their
cars
J.uuu.uuu
surface
at
A
SJtfing
clear,
hand.
hand
light
lamps,
to any woman in C1aXYlfl4ZA
11 ,. Odier lamps cost more, but you cannot get a better light than the
Rayo
some, modern, beautifully furnisher" need of such a
' it's
.
a
.,
i. SaL .m. .
lives. It qas oecome so popuuu wc way nuuuw urn it me ornciai lamp ort tne
I
hotel with one of the best restan remedy. Mother's
JWHAWi family."
rants in the city, but moderate lr Friend is sold at
Oilbfi b nThlMyO is made of solid brass, with handsome nickel finish an ornament anywhere.
drug stores. Write for free book foi
deaier for a Rayo limp or wire for descriptive circular to spy agency of tho
fiirrf
AtiySM
is
price. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pei expectant mothers, which contains
day up. Send for booklet Harry P much valuable Information.
Incorporated)
Stltnson, manager.
BRaDHELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.
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"You can
Pitcher "Lefty" George.
have him for $32,500, and not a cent,
less," said the club owner. (Business
of Goose Hill Jim taking it on the
run for Indianapolis.)
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BASEBALL
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NOTES
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Next week will witness the departure of big league players for the
spring training camps, the New York
Giants being the first squad to make
The 16 major league
their
clubs have picked the following training grounds, and will begin the annual workout on the dates designated:
American League
Philadelphia, San Antonio, Texas,
February 26.
Detroit, Monroe, La., February 27.
Chicago, Waco, Tex., March 1.
New York, Atlanta, Ga., March 5.
Cleveland, Mobile, Ala,, March ',.
Washington,
Va.,
Charlotteville,
get-awa-

WE WANT YOUR TRADE
Because we maintain
Why?

the
most cleanly and sanitary conditions.
The Ideal Sanitary Dairy is equipped
with the most modern appliances for
handling milk. It leads In the dairy
business of Las Vegas. The milk is
handled by experts and is kept free
from contamination. If you wish pure
milk telephone Main 312. T. A. Akers,
manager.

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
For sleeping on a poor bed. For a
very reasonable investment you can
enjoy your sleeping hours as well as
March 11.
a millionaire.
We are selling the
Boston, Hot Springs, Ark., March 11. popular brass beds
cheaper than ever
St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo., March 7. before. We have
many styles In the
National League
bright and satin finish, fine matNew York, Marlln, Tex., February tresses,
..
springs and pillows. J.
20.
Johnsen & Son
Chicago, New Orleans, La., Marc! ! .
Philadelphia, Hot Springs, Ark..
THOMAS E. EL30N IS 65.
March L
West Orange, N. J., Feb. 10.
Brooklyn, Hot Springs, Ark., March Thomas Alva
Edison, the famous ina.
will be 65 years old tomorrow,
ventor,
Cincinnati, Columbus, Ga., Marcn 1.
having been born on
11,
Pittsburgh, West Baden, Ind., and 1847. It is said that no February
special
plans
Hot Springs, Ark., March 17.
will be made for the celebration of
St. Louis, St. Louis, Mo., March 7.
the anniversary and the inventor will
Boston, Augusta, Ga., March 11.
Pitcher Frank Smith, of the Cin- probably observe the day in his cuscinnati team, has retired from the tomary manner. Two great problems
at present are uppermost in Mr. Edigame and will open a cafe in Pittsson's mind. One is the promotion of
burgh
I ouisville gets a promising twlrler his scheme for concrete nouses and
In Pi i cher Slapnicka who ha3 been furniture and the other is the perfecturned over to the Colonels by rhe tion of his storage battery car, which
he hopes soon to see adopted for auChicago Cubs.
Horace Fogel, the Quaker boss, has tomobiles and street railways.
promised President Ward, of Boston,
some fresh infield material. Evidently
NOTABLE WEDDING.
grass seed or a new kind of clay.
Savannah, Ga., Feb. 10 Guests from
Having taken over the Fond du Lac many cities attended the wedding
franchise and players, Wasau, Wis., here today of Miss Gwendolen Nash,
will once more be a member of the daughter of Mr. and srrs. Edmund S.
Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league.
Nash of Rye, N. Y., and Sacannah,
It is said that Pitcher Rube
and Douglas Gorman of Baltimore.
of the Giants, is a holdout. Mr. Gorman is a son of William H.
Rube says he has picked up a barrel Gorman, .and a nephew of the late
of coin this winter, doing a vaude- Senator Arthur P. Gorman of Maryville stunt.
land.
The International league will have
two catchers named Harry Smith the
ATLANTA AUTOMOBILE SHOW.
coming season. One of the backstops
Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 10. Hundreds of
is with the Newark team, the other visitors thronged
aisles of the
with Buffalo.
Auditorium today and admired the
At last we have the real thing in latest products of
e motor car
'baseball scouts. During the coming makers at the opening of Atlanta's
season Detroit will have a scout who second annual automobile show. The
will work under cover. Minor league exhibition is giver- - under the ausmanagers will now be on the lookot pices of the Atlanta Automobile and
for false whiskers.
Accessory Dealers' association and is
Presidential election year; six weeks said to be the largest and most repmore of winter; the high cost of liv- resentative display of its kind ever
ing, and the National league magnates seen in the South. The show will conmeet on the thirteenth of the month. tinue through the coming week.
And still Harry Wolverton says there
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
is no such thing as Jinx.
BROMO
Manager Jimmy Burke, of the In- Take LAXATIVE
Quinine
dianapolis team, called on President Tablets. Druggists refund money if
Hedges in St. Louis recently and ask-e- d tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigthe Browns' boss to set a price on nature is on eacu box. 25c.
Mar-quar-
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Doctors Said

FADS AND
FASHIONS.

STRAY

Health done

New York, Feb. 10
Indicating of embroideries range trom one inch
Point to a spring season of tailored to
Suffered with Throat Trouble
eighteen inches, but the four to
costumes less somber In tone than nine inch
Mr. B. W.
widths are those most used
those of last year. The buyers, on by
D. li a r nes,
designers of gowns.
ex - Sheriff
strength of Paris advices, are inColbert embroidery bands and
Y.'urrcn
vesting heavily in the light shades of
are expected to reach a great of
fawn and sand and urown and gray
order, re County,
Tennessee,
and charming suitingB in all the soft vogue. It Is of the
in an cnlargea way, Carrick In a letter
sembling,
light tones are shown.
There are macross lace, and arso
grving an ef from Momany attractive possibilities among feet similar to
of
Venice
lace. It ll I n n ville.
that
the light toned suitings.,
itough and will be much used for lapels or re- Ten nessee,
loosely woven fabrics are still popu- vers on
coats, as well us ror hat trim writes:
"I
lar, but there is a noticeable revival of
or
mings
gown garnitures.
interest in the smoother, more closely
embroideries nave been
woven stuffs.
very popular for several seasons, but and had
A very light weight covert cloth is
new uses for them have been evolved three doctors treating
finding acceptance
Pans and is from fashions in
gtyrmeuts made ol
me. All
quite practical as well as attractive. other fabrics.
As the season ad
failed to do
The light weight stutfs of the whip- vances
little coatees, overblouses, me
cord class are liked, too, as are the
jackets, boleros, and Etons will ue good, and
Bedford cords; and soft toned fawns
created, to be worn over simple mus p ronounced
and light grays in these cloths make lin
gowns, thus making mem dressy r.i y health
admirable coat and skirt costumes for at a moment's notice.
nere will be a ..one. I con- - Mr. B. W. D. Barne3.
spring wear. There are most attract- larger use than of
In whole eluded to
ive loosely woven diagonals and bas'.y Peruna, and after using four bot-lgowns, parasols, hats, amies and uncan say I was entirely cured."
ket weaves in these light mixtures, derwear.
Unable to Work.
and of serges fine -- rid coarse, hard
While white is considered likely
and soft finish, there is no end.
Mr.
Gustav
Kimmelreich, Hochhclm,
to take the lead, colored effects win
Big revers or collars figure upon also lie used. A good deal or em Texas, writes:
"For a nurrber of yearn I sulTered
many of the best looking summer-winte- r
broidery i also being used to bring whenever I took cold, wllh severe; atmodels of the tailored type, some out the effects more prominently. tacks of asthma, which usually yielded
original detail in this collar often con- This object is likewise attained by a to the common ho:n- - r medics.
"Last year, however, I suffered for
stituting the costume's chief claim foundation of black tulle which brings
to novelty; but on the other hand one out the white embrTJiaery.
eight months Without Interruption so
finds an occasional suit of striking
The hats which have just made that I could not do any work at all.
smartness which is collarless, these their appearance follow very closely The various medicines tiiat were prescribed brought me no relief.
latter models usually crossing in front the outlines of the last of the win"After taking- IdX bottles of Peruna,
to fasten down the left side and hav- ter's models.
There is the draped two of Lacupla and two of Manalln, I
ing more or less of a Russian sugges- taffeta hat, combined with leghorn, to am free of my trouble so that I can do
tion.
take the place of the draped velvet all my farm work again. I can heartThe white raine collars and cuffs hat. Now it is taffetas, generally ily recommend this medicine to any
one who suffers with this annoying
of the winter tailored suit, a mode changeable taffets, which form the
complaint and believe that they will
In
a
shirred
that
extends
soon commonized by orerpopularity, drapery
obtain good results."
This material
is likely to have a successor in the band over the bn,flcollars and cuffs of white linen or cot (loes not nave tne softening influence
ton ratine which in various degrees ol of velvet, therefore it is a trifle more
weight and roughness goes under the trvlnR t0 wear- - vet 11 " light and airy TO TRY KAUFMAN MURDERERS
Chicago, Feb. 10. The trial of the
names of terry, ratine, eponge nnc looking and furnishes a pleasing con- men who are accused of the mur
four
trast
tne
of
MPTOK
lurs,.
background
blood
Its
At
is
it
heaviest
toweling.
of
which
Mrs. Edith Kaufman, who was
der
must
be
aDout
sti'l
w0
the
brother to Turkish toweling. At its
to
shot
death on the street near her
,hroat
the
variable
weather,
during
It
one
of
makes
think
certain
lightest
Manv liats are made so tnat only a home on the night of December 2, is
raw silks and pongees, though ol
modest amount of straw braid fljows scheduled to begin before Judge Ker- course In term- - of entton nnn linen.
sten in the criminal court Monday.
e
There is also a reversible woolen und sometimes this braid is of the
so
loo.!
The murder of Mrs. Kaufman oc
as
to
soft
line
yedda.
fabric, of which nobody seems to
curred while she and her husband,
know the exact name, on the right silk
Velvet shoes are never worn by who Is a prominent Chicago commisside it resembles the lighter and
looser varieties of sponge in weave. women of ood taste, and suede shoes sion merchant, were on their way
home from the opera,
'the couple
This is shown chiefly in a deep cream, or satin shoes are not good style.
were held up by four men who
FTjORENCE FAIRBANKS.
ecru and pale biscuit, with smooth
Mr.
alighted from an automobile.
reverse surface of warmer color, soft
Kaufman showed resistance and one
old blue or rose or violet or green,
of the robbers opened Are on him. The
HARRISON GRAY OTIS IS 75
and it makes particularly good look109 Angele, Feb. 10.- - General Har- bullet struck his wife, however, and
ing long coats for warm went'
rison Gray Otis, editor of the Io8 An- she was instantly knted.
wear.
The four men to be placed on trial
geles Times and one of the pioneer
The ecru, cream ana kindred ton
journalists of California, received the for the murder are George Rabeneau,
of white are increasingly in demand congratulations of many friends
today John Stacey, Fred Boneham and Wiland it would seem that we are to nave on the occasion of his seventy-fiftliam R. Channell.
Bonenam and
the greatest white season of resell brithday anniversary. General Otis Channell were arrested a. few days afyears, through the dominating whites was lorn in Marietta, O., and is a ter the crime, the first named in Chiare not really white at all, and eve-th- grandson and namesake of General cago and the last named on nis sissheer muslins are prone to take Harrison Gray Otis, of revolutionary ter's farm down the state where he
on a yellowish tone. There are lovely fame.
lie served through the civil was in hiding. Both are said to have
fine cotton crepes or crepons in these war in an Ohio resiment and was a confessed to their
part in the tragedy
ecru and yellowed ttmes, and this ma-- brisa(1e commander in the war with and to have declared that Rabenau
terial promises to be more modish Spain in 1 898 and in the war against fired the shot that Killed Mrs. Kaufthan it was last season.
the Filipino insurgents the following man. The information which they
Many pretty little cotton crepe mod year.
gave to the police led to the capture
els of simple character are appearing
of Rabenau and Stacey in Los Angeles
on December 31.
and these often show the touch of
recoramg to the
black tulle, which is one of the most
alleged confessions the four young
men stole the automobile and then
pronounced Parisian fads in connection with white, a note of black in
started out to engage n a "stick-uone form o: another entets into aljom, as they called it. Mrs. Kaufman
most every French frock, but the
wore numerous jewers ana it Is becraze for black tulle is the latest
lieved that these first attracted tl
attention of the robbers as they
phase of this tendency and atfects
every type of froih.
E. passed the couple in the automobile.
Declared
Husband
Lydia
While overskirts puie and simple
Pinkham's
s
have not yet arrived in' such trnn-berJEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY
trend
Compound Would Rethe
as to attract attention,
Her
store
evident.
Health,
They
is
IJoston, Feb. 10. Many noted Jewvery
direction
in that
ish scholars and educators have arAnd It Did.
are sure to arrive before long. The
rived in Boston to take part in the
tunic is becoming more of a drapery
" Four years ago I twentieth annual meeting of the
Ashland,
Ky.
is
probable
very
it
and
every day,
seemed to have everything the matter American-JewisHistorical
society,
that by spring the looped overskirt,
with me. I had
arrived.
which
will begin a two days' session
have
will
tunic,
called
though
troukidney
inhere tomorrow. Dr. Cyrus Adler of
This year the tunic is in many
ble and was so bad off
of
the
part
most
important
I could hardly rest Philadelphia is the president of the
stances the
society and will preside over the sescostume. It is made all In one piece,
day or night I docsions.
a
kind
tored
is
all
and
the
with
cut to swathe the figure,
best doctors in town
of princess made short enough to be
and took many kinds
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
fastened up on one side and show
medicine but nothof
conSkirts
Mothers who value their own commay
beneath.
skirt
the
ing did any good untinue to be as tight as they will, hut
til I tried your won- fort and the welfare of their children,
derful remedy, Lydia should never be without a box of
the draperv will cover them and make
tunics
E. Pinkham's Vege Mother Gray's Sweet Powders
for
the ensemble graceful. These
one side in table Compound. My husband said it Children, for use throughout the seafor the most part fasten at
over the would restore my health and it has."
son. They break up colds, relieve
the front, one part lapping
Mrs. May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
constipition, teething disorf1
other.
thouhundreds
of
There are probably
the
headache
affairs
ers,
and stomach trouble
afternoon
little
For
sands of women in the United States
suit is popular. Its newest phase who have been benefitted by this famous Used by mothers for 22 years. THESE
and cuffs, old remedy, which was produced from POWDERS NEVER FAIL. Sold
is with a dainty fur collar
taffeta suit roots and herbs over thirty years ago by
drug stores, 25c. Don't accept any
The
white.
preferably
woman
woman's
for
to
coat
relieve
a
substitute.
suffering.
fur
a
Sample mailed FREE.
long
easily slips under
wear, and is Read What Another Woman says: Address. Allen S. Olmsed, Le Roy, N.
street or automobrY.
where a street
Camden, N. J. "I had female trouready for any affair
ble and a serious displacement and was
wanted.
look is
will tired and discouraged and unable to do my
A CLEAN STABLE
Embroideries for early spring
work. My doctors told me I never could
Tne
ever.
is
an
advertisement
for livery service.
than
be cured without an operation, but
be more popular
to trimmed thanks to
Good horses and well kept rigs are
return
E.
a
Pinkham's
to
Vegetable
Lydia
tendency
and especially to Compound I am cured of that affliction what bring the business. The ability
skirts in all fabrics, three-tieeffects and have recommended it to more than to serve the public at any hour of the
r
foot trimmings and
in one of my friends with the best results. ' ' day or night is an item to be considpopulnty
this
l8 one reason for
Mrs. Ella' Johnston, 324 Vine St
band
ered
Hvery service, the
these days of panel effects,outlines and
If you want special advice write to kind that is demanded In every growand surplice
.
PInkham Medicine Co. (confiis best spelled In the name
gallons, hands and insertions of Lydia
dent ial) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter will ing city,
essenof the M. L. Cooley livery, telephone
ansolute
areand
read
answered
a
widths
be
by
opened,
various
Widths
oman and held in strict confidence. Main 15.
tials in the making of gowns.
all-ove-

cut-wor- k

had
throat
trouble

All-ov-
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WIFE'S HEALTH
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Vegetable
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New

York, Feb. 10. What Mayor
Shank of Indianapolis is doing on a
large scale for the poor customers oi
his town, the Rev. Dr. Madison C.
Peters, one of New York's most noted
ministers, is trying to, do for the people of New York. At tue Home for
Homeless Boys in East one Hundred

and Twenty-thirstreet ne has opened
a store where be selis groceries and
other necessaries of life at cost price,
or rather just enough above cost price
to cover the cost of handling the
goods. As the demand increases, Dr.
Peters expects to buy in larger quantities, thus making additional savings
in cost which will benefit the consum
ers. He also has made arrangements
to eliminate another profit that comes
out of the pocket of the ultimate consumer by engaging
broker to do
his buying direct from the farmers,
instead of dealing inrough the commission houses.
The store he has opened, Dr. Peters
states, is merely a forerunner of a
chain of stores which he hopes to establish in all parts of the count n.
His plan is to divide the country Into
districts and place the (Tost price
stores In each district under tho management of an advisory bonrd and nn
executive. Thex executive will bo I
practical wholesale grocer, who will
be allowed one per cent on tho snles
in his district, or will be placed on a
salary sufficient to make the position
worth his while.
The wolfish greed of the dealers
in produce is strikingly illustrated by
the experience of a wealthy farmer
In the vicinity of Elmira, who usually
spends the winter months in New
York City. While he sold tne potatoes raised on his farm to the agents
of produce and commission merchants
for 50 cents a bushel free on board
cars at the nearest railroad station,
he had to pay $1.00 a bushel for the
same potatoes, purchased from the
retail dealers in New York, for his
home use. As the cost of transportation is about ten cents a bushel, the
dealers charged the consumers more
than double of what the potatoes had
cost originally, plus the cost of transportation to New York. One dollar,
less the Insignificant cost of handling
the potatoes after their arrival in the
city, represents the profit of the dealers on every' bushel of potatoes sold
by them.
d

OLD

compares the homicide records of
London, with its 7,000,000 inhabitants
with those of New York, having au
estimated population of 5,000,000. Lonwere not yet
don statistics for
available, but the statistics for 1910
show that in that year 23 murders
were committed in London, against
147 In New York. Of the murderer
14 were arrested
In London, 109 In
New York. In London six of the murderers committed suicide, In New
in London was 12, in Now York 80,
For the years 1908 and 1908 the flgf
ures were quite similar in proportion.

lii

Mrs. lielmont, the intellectual and
financial head of tho Woman's Suffrage movement In tBfs city, la an energetic woman and quite ambitious.
Not satisfied with tne buccssh of her

lunchrooms and beauty parlors con-noted at the suffrage headquarters,
York live. Tho number of convictions
Mrs. Itelmont Is planning a bank,
whore the shop girls may deposit what
inonov t hoy mnv have iert after buy-Inineont lunches and various beautifying toilet preparations. The bank
Mrs. Belmont considerplan Inu-ro- i
I'll more dear to her is
ably, hut
the plan of establlsnlng a woman's
Uffrs
paper, which is to bear the
sonie hat lengthy motto: "The Truth,
the
n)le Truth and Nothing But the
Tnn h" upon its title page. The paper
Is to have no fixed policy of politics
and is to publish no advertisements
except such relating to woman's suffrage matters. It is believed that the
paper is to contain no news except
relating to woman's suffrage matters
and no editorials which were not dictated by Mrs. Belmont, it Is expected
to be a highly interesting and edifying
sheet. It may be adaed that Mrs.
Belmont does not expect the paper to
0
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surejy get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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Choir Loft

Social Instinct
"My dear, ' said young Mrs. Allison,
peeling off her gloves and flinging
them down with a snap, "you did well
when you renounced the frivolities of
life."
"When I er what?" gasped the
matron with auburn hair, as she
dropped an extra lump of sugar into
her caller's tea and set the cup down

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle,
Meter.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second mara
it 10 a. m. Sunday school in English

ind Spanish at 3 p. n, in Spanish at
l:M p. m. Rosary and benediction
f the blessed
sacrament at 7:30 p.

a.

Cathechlam for English speaking
children on Tuesday
hurriedly.
p. m., and on
"Well, why not?" Inquired young Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speakMrs. Allison.
"That will do, dear. I ing children on
Thursday 4 p. m., and
take only two lumps, not the whole in
Saturday at 9 a. m.
bowlful."
"Explain yourself. Celeste!" deCHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORmanded the young matron with auburn hair, severely. "Has any one ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-labeen saying that I am getting fat and
stolid or Is this your inimitable way
mass 8:30,
excepted. Second
of criticising my "winter wardrobe?"
sermon In English, hymns rendered
Young Mrs. Allison smiled inscrutaiy the children under the direction
bly.
said
her hostess again, jfu the Sisters of Loretto. Third maw
"Celeste,"
10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
sharply, "if you weren't my best
friend I should call that a positive ?om 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
(enedlction of the Blessed Sacra-nent- .
grin."
to
continued
Young Mrs. Allison
At the New Mexico Hospital
grin, happily. "Well, she aid, after or the Insane mass every fourth
selecting the thinnest sandwich on the Sunday by the pastor.
tray and biting into it with caution,
"to begin witn, you've moved to a sub-urFIRST
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
haven't you?"
"Um-m3HURCH Cor. Eighth street and Nais that all?"
tional avenue, Mi. C. Anderson, pastor.
"No, but that's one thing."
"Very well; what next?"
Sunday scho' at 9:45. Preaching at
"And you've stopped wearing false 11 o'clock. Epworth
League at 6:30;
hair."
evening preaching service at 7:30.
I
so
have," admitted the
"Why, yes,
A cordial Invitation is extended to
hostess, tranquilly. "I got tired of the ill
who have no other place of woi
messy stuff, and when I happened to
think it over I couldn't see any reason 4hip to attend divine services at this
why I shouldn't let my hair stand on hurch.
its own merits."
FIRST CHRISTIAN
"Exactly," agreed young Mrs. AlliCHURCH
son. "Thirdly, you've dropped
the Main and Eighth streets, W. R. Quig-gibridge club!"
Pastor.
10 a. m. Bible school, 11 a. m. comThe matron with auburn hair sighed.
"I had to," she explained. "And," she munion and Christian Endeavor, misadded, with a sudden burst of confi- sionary program, 2:30 p. m. Junior
dence, "you've no idea, dearest, what Christian Endeavor service; 6: SO p.
a relief it is. For two years, once a m., Senior Endeavor service; 7:30 p.
week, I've hooked myself Into my best m, subject "The Unmerciful Servant,"
clothes and sat all of a pleasant sun- Matt. 18. 23. 7:30
p. m. Wednesday
ny afternoon In some one's stuffy
workers' conferand
prayer
meeting
drawing room gambling for, let ui ence
906 Third street; 2:30 p. m.
at
would
a
sunshade
that
say,
green
make me look, if I won it, like a horse Thursday, Ladies' Aid society, meets
show poster. I have partaken enthu- with Mrs. Wallis, Sixth street.
siastically of siruplike ice creams and
minutes before
BAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Main
oily salads forty-fiv- e
dinner hour." She paused for breath avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B.
and smiled suddenly upon her caller. dreen. Pastor.
"Instead of all that," she concluded,
and 7 :sn
at 11 a.
"I now repose in this easy cbalr with on. i'reaohing School at 9; 45 a. hi. A.
Sunday
a book and a box of chocolates, which vr.
Young People's meeting at fi in p.
achieve the same effect upon my apm.
The public Is Invited.
petite, but are less strenuous."
"Nonsense," said young Mrs. Allison. "You're losing the social instinct,
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
that's all! All suburbanites do. But, Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector. 716 National
as I remarked to begin with, you have
Avenue.
adopted the wise course."
Sexageslma Sunday, Feb. 11, 191 1'.
She frowned thoughtfully, while hei
Sunday
7:30;
Holy Communion,
hostess waited in silence.
"Well?" her hostess demanded, final- school 9:45; morning prayer and sermon 11. Hymns at 11 o'clock, "0 Saly.
"It's very tragic," said young Mrs. viour Precious Saviour"; "Nearer My
Allison. "You know my Aunt Elvi- God to Thee"; "Just as I Am!"; "O
ra?"
Bless the Lord my Soul."
The matron with auburn hair nodded. "The poor woman who was so
FIRST SEVENTH DAY ADVENT-ISill at your house last summer," she
C. McReynolds, pasCHURCH
said.
"Poor nothing," contradicted young tor. Regular services In the Chris-tloMrs. Allison, sternly. "There's nothchurch, corner of Main and
ing the matter with Aunt Elvira but Eighth street.
Sabbath school at i
imaginary diseases. She's so crabbed p. m., every Sabbath
(Saturday)
that her own children won't live with preaching at 3 p. m. All who are inher
so
other
and
she's
that
rich
her,
relatives have to. She takes a private terested in Bible study are cordially
car down to Florida every winter and Invited to attend.
I had thought that Fred and I could
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
make rather pleasant use of an Invitation to go with her this year, be Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas
cause Fred didn't get any vacation In venue and Tenth street.
the summer.
Morning worship and sermon at 11
"Well, my love, last week Saturday
Bible
o'clock;
study and Sunday
I positively dragged Fred home from
the office to go out to the Country school session at 9:45 a m.; Young
club with me In the afternoon. I felt People's society at 6:30 p. m.
that my system demanded the diverThe church extends a most hearty
sion and I didn't want to go alone. It inviitation to all
people. Strangers and
was a horrid, chilly trip and our supin the city are especially
sojourners
per out there was miserable. When welcomed.
we got home this Is the message written on Aunt Elvira's visiting card that
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SOCIETY,
met me In the hand of the maid:
" 'Dear
Celeste I'm
sorry you Regular services every Sunday morncouldn't take time from your pursuit ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday evenof pleasure to comfort my tired and ing at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall.
travel stained self. I'm going over to
Cousin Emma's. Respectfully, A. E.' "
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
avenue
and Ninth street, J. S. Raisin,
The matron with auburn hair gasp
ed. "But did you know she was com- rabbi.
Services and sermon every Friday
ing?" she asked.
"Oh, no," said young Mrs, Allison, night at 8 o'clock. Services for chll-irecomposedly, "not having a sixth sense
and Sabbath school every Saturfor her arrivals in town. It's just
at 10 o'clock.
day
morning
one of her little eccentricities, that's
all! Cousin Emma goes to Florida
8HIL0H BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor
on Thursday," she added, sadly.
"Wett, of all things!" cried (he ma- ner Columbia and Railroad Avsnuee,
tron with auburn hair, sympathetically. Rev. W. R. BurgesB, Pastor.
"After you and Fred had it all
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
planned!"
the
pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
"We-1-1admitted young Mrs. AlB. Y. P. U., 3 p. m. All are welcome'
lison, slowly, "as a mater of fact,
Fred hadn't planned exactly. He Beem-e- to attend these services.
positively to enjoy the situation.
He said he had a picture of himself
BE MODERN
going, anyway. And he added that he'd
Send your washing away from the
rather pound rocks than to go anyhouse and be freed of the annoyance
where with Aunt Elvira. Good-by- ,
dear; I'm going to join your easy chair of wash day smells and troubles. The
brigade and do my hair fiat in the Las Vegas Steam laundry does family
back."
washing as well as fancy washing.
Fvery day is wash day there no matLogical Progress.
11 rains or snows.
The
"The new show went like a breesa," ter how much
wa:k
is
done
by
experts, too. Try it
to
had
send
backer
told
the
"I was
once and be convinced.
a lot of drafts."
y
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PULPIT

Losing the

NEW YORK

New York is undoubtedly
"easy
picking" for the burglar fraternity
and it is easily understood why the
members of that fraternity hate to absent themselves, even temporarily,
from this El Dorado of their craft. Estimates based upon the reports of the
police indicate that during the month
of January just ended, jewelry representing an aggregate value of about
$200,000 was stolen m this city by
burglars. Practically no arrests were
made and oniy a small part of the
The report for the year tflll, which (Plunder recovered from the various
Police Commissioner Waldo has sub- pawnshops.
mitted to Mayor Gaynor, is an interUnless an endowment is obtained
esting document. The figures showing the amount of crime In New York soon for the Trinity Methodist church,
are quite startling and those relating at One Hundred and Eighteenth street
to the disposition made of police near Second avenue, the church will
cases by the various courts are even have to be closed for lack of funds.
more so. According to tne report Some time ago a charitable woman
there were 148 murders committed in donated to the church three lots in
the city during the past year. For the vicinity of the church building,
these murders 125 persons were ar- but that did not help much as cash
rested; seven committed suicide prior is needed more than real estate. The
to police action; 13 persons were con- pastor of the church is a man of convicted and not a singile murderer ex- siderable shrewdness and business
ecuted for his crime. The remaining ability and he conceived of the vlan
cases are still unsolved. During the to obtain an endowment by means of
same period sentences were suspended the three lots. He proposes to coland convicted men freed by judges In lect $100,000 in voluntary contribu611 cases of felony, 11,370 cases of tions and Invest that fund in a modern
misdemeanor, 1,863 cases of juvenile apartment house to be erected on the
delinquency; making a total of 12, three adjoining lots. The rents from
844 suspended sentences.
In many the building would afford a handsome
of the cases the action of the Judges income, making the endowment not
was entirely arbitrary and absolutely only permanent but available at once.
The church is the only Methodist
unwarranted.
Included in the report is, among church in a district containing a popuother interesting things, a table which lation of 100,000.
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THE iREAT CIVILIZEIl
Yes, the Chinese are now a queueless
nation. The Wgal!s are coming off
like ripe nuts in the fall. In a short
PUBLISHED BY
time all wll tob gone. Why did they
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
ever exist: When the Manchus got
(Incorporated )
control of China they wore the pigtail
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR temselves and they required the Chinese to follow the fashion. To do otherwise was to be disloyal. So to keep
his head on his shoulders the Chinaman had to keep a pigtail on his bead.
Entered at the Poatoffice at East Now that the Manohu
dynasty has
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for tranamiu-ftfo- n been displaced,
away goes the hair
through the United States Mails tail whioh we have always associated
aa second class matter.
with the Chinese head. And another
custom has'- been abandoned. That
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
is the compression of the feet. The
DAILY. BY CARRIER:
Chinese women can now carry about
:
Per Copy
$ .05
with them as big feet as St. Louis
15
One Week
say the Chicago women have
people
65
One Month
and still be strictly in style.
?
One Year
7.60
China needs most now about two
DAILY BY MAIL:
hundred thousand miles of railway and
One Year
$6.00 about tAi mflTlon miles
of telephone
Ix Months
3.00
and telegraph wire. Then when half
the kingdtam loses its crops the other
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
half can feed t. There is plenty of
GROWER.
' frifwt in llhltia
tnav fnr har slorrln,'
One Year
$2.00 millions but
it cannot be transported
Six Months
100 to where
it is needed. Perfect intercommunication is the greatest mis
(Gash in Advance for Mail Subscripsionary in the world.
tions).
o
Remit by draft, check or money
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
order. If sent otherwise we will not
Kansas City, Feb. 10. Cattle re
be responsible for loss.
ceiipts 200, including 100 southerns.
Specimen copies free on application. Market
steady. Native steers $3.50
8. 50 J southern steers $5gj6.00; south-LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT ern steers $56.50; southern cows
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
and heifers $3.255.25; native cows
PAID FOR.
and heifers $36.50; stockers and
feeders $4.256,75; bulls $45.50;
Advertisers are guaranteed the calves $47.50; western steers $0
largest dally and weekly circulation 7.50; western cows $3.255.50.
of any newspaper In Northwestern
Hogs, receipts 4,000. Market steady.
New Mexico.
Balk of sales $66.35; heavy $6.35
6.35; packers and butchers $6.10rt(
6.40; lights $5.756.20; pigs $4.50
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1912.
ESTABLISHED
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Market steady.
Sheep, receipts
Muttons $3. 25 4. 75; lambs $5.25
G.40; fed wethers and yearlings $3.75
5.50; fed ewes $2.754.
100.

W. R. Brown,

Santa Fe division
pasenger and freight agent with headquarters in El Paso, came In fr r.n the
south yesterday afternoon and was in
T.as Vegas today on official business.
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CLAIM
COURT MAKES ITS FIRST RULING
IN
THE CORPORATION
WRANGLE

the answer to

Problem.
every Bakirxg
Vs nrer-Whit- er
arvd More Umfornrv
Made by LARABEES

COM-SIO-

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 10. Judge E.
Abbott, of the district court late
yesterday afternoon signed the order
overruling the objections of the respondent, O. H. Van Sone, to the rule
requiring him to show cause, and
granting the motion on behalf of O.
L. Owen of the attorney general to
file an information in quo warranto
against Mr. Van Stone requiring him
to substantiate his title to the office
of corporation commissioner. This is
the end of the first round in the fight
of Mr. Owen to oust Mr. Van Stone
from the office of corporation commissioner on the ground that he was not
legally entitled to it.
Service of the information and a
summons was had upon Mr. Van
Stone late last evening which was
duly acknowledged. The papers were
served by Charles C. Closson, sherhf.
In an interview, Judge H. D. Terrel,
attorney for he realtor, O. L. Owen,
said:
"It is probable tliat the respondent
will demur to the information on the
same ground which he maintained in
the supreme court and the district
court.
"The information filed simply sets
forth fact surrounding the eles.
tion which are and have been common
property. It will tell of the nomination of O. L. Owen by the democratic
convention to the office of state cor
poration commissioner, the certifying
of
of the same under due form
law, to the probate clerks of thp various counties and of the failure of the
clerks of the counties of McKinley
and Luna to comply with the election
law in printing the name of O. L
Owen on the official ballot. It will
further contend that it was the intent

CREAM

Famous

C.

I

i

'

A

PROCESS.

GERMAN

ROGERS SILVERWARE
IN EVERY SACK.

COUPON

Is a protection and guarantee
against alum which is found in
the low priced baking powders.

Co.

Gross. Kelly

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

To be on the safe side when buying
baking powder, examine the label and
take only a brand shown to be made
from Cream of Tartar.

of the electors, casting ballots with
the name of "Sol" Owen printed thereon in the place of O. L. Owen, to vote
and cast their ballots for the relator
as the regular nominee of the democratic party.
"It now develops that in precinct
No. 24 (Kennedy), of Santa Fe county
ehere were 12 votes returned for "Sol"
Owen of Clovis.
Yet the ballots of
Santa Ke county weer regular and it
was an aparent mistake on the part
of the election officers in the returns,
as all the other democratic candidates
received from 11 to 13 votes in the
same precinct. It further develops
that In one precinct in Sandoval county, 60 votes were cast for O. L. Owen,
but returned by the judges of the election for "Sol" Owen for tho reason
that the democratic ticket of the precinct received from 59 to 63 ballots.
"Mr. Van Stone must appear at 10
o'clock a. m., February 14, to answer
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ress flour
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VANSTONE

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

to the information.
The demurren
which he probably will enter, will have

the effect of raising a purely legal
question.
"In the fight being waged by Mr.
Owen he has not received financial of
even moral support from the democratic 'junta' of the new state, nor has
his counsel been conferred with up
to the present time "
Notaries Public Appointed
The two following were yesterday
commissioned notaries public by Governor W. C. McDonald: Paulin Monto
ya, Cuba, Sandoval county; William
O. Dunlap, Portales, Roosevelt coun-

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile

ty.
New Instructor

at Military Institute
Jamie Chi sum, an honor graduate
of the New Mexico Military institute,
has been appointed Spanish instructr
at the school, vice Major Eugene A.
Lohman who has been appointed to a
lieutenancy in the army.
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Our SemiAnnual Shirt Sale
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OUR

SEMI-ANNU-

SHIRT SALE COMMENCES

AL

SATURDAY

FEB.

10-CLOS-

SATURDAY

ES

FEB. 17

ONE WEEK ONLY
Sales before, it is necessary only to anounce the date because the values are
For the benefit of those who have not taken advantage of former shirt sales, we quote the following
prices and ask an inspection of the goods.

To those, who have bought shirts from us during our

and have always been unquestionable.

Semi-Annu- al

Manhattan Shirts
ESPECIALLY PRICED
fll

HZ Coat

ijll.iu

sizes, assorted patterns, only

2nn Coai
2 OK
ud

3nn

Stye Manhattan Shirts all

Style, every one guaranteed
perfect, all size, only

Vf
IK

J

KNOWN

VSHIRTS
-

AS THE BEST

THE BEST KNOWN

yll3
I

Shirts Value, Coat Style a very 0
fine Value, only,

9 OCr

Shirts, attached Cuffs, fast CQP

IU U Otll) color a complete run of sizes"""

OK

Oi OH This standard priced shirt is easily

IiUll

0 0 &n A Splendid Asssortement 1
UjLtUU of all the new colors, only IwW

Elgin and Ferguson McKinney
Made Shirts

Excellent $1.50 & $1.75
SHIRTS

in

"lhe best seler on the market

CAP

each

11.25 S1.50 & $1.75

Lot No. 1 Consists of Pure White Shirts,
Q Kfl No Better made Shirt it is Shirt
O.UU
perfection itself

0 Kfl
t.UU

Soft & Stiff Bosoms
All Sizes,

each

$1.00
A New One

1

Mens9 Odd

All Wool Trousers

$2.98

All Wool Trousers
$6.00 All Wool Trousers

$3.78

$4.00
$5.00

I

Pant Bargains

$4.39

If It Fades

The

SHIRTS
Very Special at

I

$1.00

Store of Quality

CHARACH

E.LasVegas.

!

A

N.M

B

HlM

9 HI HB IIB B

Mens' Odd Pant Bargains
$2.50
$2.75

Worsted Trousers
Worsted Trousers

$3.00 W
$3.50

rsted Trousers
All Wool Trousers

$1.79

$1.87
$1.99

$2.49

LAS VE01AS
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PERSONALS

PresciyiBnlg

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Phone Matu

(

)

NtW Untbo UlmiHAMd
in plaids, checks and stripes

warranted

27 inches wide,

fast color at

12
Best grade

1--

2c

'36 inche precale,

cambric finish, light and dark
colors, and side bands, regular 15c value at

12
HOFFMAN

12g

AND GRAUBARTH

I

RHEUMATISM
KIDNEY AILMENTS
TROUBLES

STOMACH

home in Wagon Mound.
Miss I. Levin, of Michigan, who is
in Uis Vegas
visting Mrs. C. Rosenwald, will leave the early part of next
week for the Grand Canyon.
W. P. Matchette, Santa Fe division

The big masque bail on the evening
of St Valentine's Day, February 14,
at which the ladles
tj&a Vegas will
be hostesses to the men of the Mead
ow, City, promises to be one of the
most elaborate affairs of its kind ever
given in Las Vegas. Through the committee in charge about 450 invitations
were issued. A number of these were
sent to other parts of the state.
To practically all of tbe invitations acceptances have been receivea.
It is the plan of the ladies to make
the dance entirly a masque affair,
though there will be places for the
guests in the gallery of the
armory where the bnn is to be held.
Up to the time of the unmasqueing
none not in costume win be allowed
on the floor.
The costuming is ex
pected to be elaborate. Many of the
quests are planning their own dress
but for the others tne ladies have ar
langed to have a costumer come from
Kansas City, two days before the ball
During the course of the evening several surprises are promised the
masquers.
It has been arranged for all the
masquers as they pass Into the dress
ing rooms to register their name ana
costume. Tickets of admission have
been sent with the invitations to the
ball and no one without tnese cards
will be admitted to the armory,
has been announced tnat the fun will
start early. The ladies, exercising the
leap year prerogative, will engage
dances with the men folk. The latter
are considerably worried as to whether they will have to "sit out" any
dances.
W V 4
Misses Shuier and Hill
Arel Quests of Honor.
On Monday afternoon, Miss Mossy
York was hostess at a card party in
honor of Miss Winifred bhuler of Raton, who is visiting mrs. David Leahy,
and Miss Heather Hill of Idaho
Springs, the guest of her sister.Mrs.

transportation Inspector, arrived las:
niKht from his headquarters in Tiin- idad and was in Las Vegas today n
business.
of
Eugenio Romero, a merchant
Mora, drove in yesterday afternoon
from his home to attend the reception
in honor of Governor W. C. McDonald
last night.
J. W. Harrison, manager of the
Pecos branch of the Gross Kelly company, and Charles S. Earickson
from Pecos, on a
yesterday
short trip to Las Vegas.
Mrs. C. Gardner, who stopped off
in Las Vegas en route from the Pacific coast to her home in Philadelphia and has been the guest of Mrs.
Jake Stern for several days, will continue east tomorrow afternoon.
J Eugene Brown, formerly of the
Two Republic Insurance company of
El Paso, now fiscal agent with the
Montezuma Trust company of Albuquerque, who has been in Las Vegas
several weeks on business, lef thU
jfteinoon for Albuquerque.
E. J. McWenie.
A: Williams
of Kearney county,
Six handed euchre was the game
Kan. who has been in Las Vegas bev of the afternoon and Mrs. David
era.1 days on land business, left
nrst honors,
thiSLeahy carried off
uftenioon for his home.
Mr Wil- - MiHH Mar rAarV .nn th- - fr0a.fnr.nii
Hants has purchased a quarter sec
Both of the honored guests
prize.
tion oi mesa farming land and will were presented with souvenirs of the
move to the Meadow City this spring. occasion.
Jacob Regher, accomianied by his
Delicious refreshments were served
family, will arrive in Las Vegas the at the conclusion of .ire afternoon, in
latter part of next week from his home addition to the two guests of honor
in Lakin, Kan. Mr. Regher has pur the following ladies were present:
chased some land on the mesa. He
Miss Marjorie
Shaw, Miss Ruth
has already brought one load of Williams, Miss Mary Tipton, Miss
household goods west and will arrve Gladys Gibson, Miss Louise Lowery
with cattle and farming implements in Miss Iaura Lorenzen, Miss Mary
a snort time, rne toiiowing is a cup
Clark, Miss Mary Ojoors, Miss Helen
ping from the Kearney County Advo- Kelly, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
cate: J. Regher and family will soon Louise Cunningham, Miss Mildred
leave for Las Vegas, N. M. Mr. Reg- Brown, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
her traded his farm in this county Dottle Hoskins, Miss May Ross, Miss
for land near Las Vegas, getting $70
Marguerite Cavanaugh, miss Addle
per acre. He says during his nine Merrill, Miss Annie Merrill, Miss
years' residence in this county, he has Emma Tamme, Miss Katherlne Davis,
practically made all he is worth, and Miss Anne George, Miss Lorna Johnhe values the New Mexico land at son, Miss Edna Gerard, Miss Rachael
$20,000 and expects to take three car- Ward, Miss Jeanette Ward, Mrs. C. W.
loads of goods and stock with him G. Ward, Mrs. David Leahy and Mrs.
when they go. He considers it pretty Charles P. Trumbull.
good work for nine years. We are
(!
sorry to lose Mr. Regher and family.
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Membut. our loss will be New Mexico's orial Episcopal church met Thursday
sain, and we wish them success In afternoon with Miss Emma Tamme at
their new home.
her home on Sixth street.

FAYWOOD
HOT SPRINGS
It cures, and you remain cured, we
'
know, and you will if you try it.
Conceded the greatest kidney water
on earth.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs,
first, since you will eventually go there
anyway?
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect ClimBooklet.
ate.

T. C. McDermott, "The Faywood,"
Faywood, N. M.
COLDS AND
CATARRH, ASTHMA,
DEAFNESS
CATARRHALL
QUICKLY GO

Here are some symptoms of catarrh;
have any of them get rid of
them by breathing HYOMEI; it is
guaranteed to banish catarrh.
Is your throat raw?
Do you sneeze often?
Is your breath foul?
Are your eyes watery?
Do you take cold easily?
Is your nose stopped up?
Do you have to spit often?
Do crusts form in your .nose?
Are you, worse in damp weather?
Do you blow your nose a great deal?
Are vou losing your sense of smell?
Does your mouth taste bad morn
ings?
Do you have a dull feeling in your

FEBRUARY

10, 1812.

Rev. JT W- - Rose Gucsi
At a Reception.
n
On Tuesday evening Rev. J.
Rose, formerly pastor of the
First Christian church of Las Vegas,
who spent several days in the Meadow
City during the past weeK, was guest
at a reception given by a number of
his friends in his honor, at the home
of Mrs. Rose, on Sixth street. The
number of guests reachea 40 and the
affair was an en.vyaoJe one. Rev.
Rose is secretary of the State Bible
association of the Christian church.
He returned to nis headquarters in
Clovis Thursday afternoon.

PAPE'S DIAPEP8IN
FOR A BAD 8TOMACH

Sleep 'till waking time comes.

Wll-bur-

St. Valentine's Ball
To Be Classy Event.

,e

PHONE MAIN 104

OPTIO. SATURDAY,

Societp Rotes

Vloente Mares was in Las Vegaj Vy
day ,Tom his home In Wagon Mound.
J- -1
Lopez of Santa Fe came in
yesterday afternoon from the Capital
City on business.
H. D. Henlng,
secretary of the New
Mexico bureau of immigration, is In
the city on a brief business visit.
G. P. Sanchez came in
yesterday
afternoon from his home in Watrous
and was a visitor in Las Vegas today.
B. U. Rohrer, manager of the
Topeka
Mica Mining company of
Ribera, was
in I.as Veas
business
J. A. Conley, Santa Fe division master mechanic, came in yesterday afternoon from his headquarters in Raton on business.
I'las Sanchez, former school superintendent of Mora county, now deputy
sheriff, came in yesterday from his

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

DAILY

V
Vaudeville Party at
Mrs. Kelly's Home.
Miss Helen Kelly will entertain
Monday afternoon in honor of Miss
Helen Brant of Los Angeles, who is
her guest for a short time. In variance from the usual amusement of
cards the affair will be a vaudeville
rarty rid all of the i;ues's have
been asked to prepare some stunt for
the "big show."
Mrs. Taichert Entertains
For a Visiting Girl.
Miss I. Levins, who is in Las Vegas
from her home in Michigan, the guest
of Mrs. Ceclllo Rosenwald, was the
guest of honor Tuesday afternoon at
a bridge party, given by Mrs. J. Taichert. Mis. Cecilio Rosenwald won first
honors and Miss Levms was presented with a guest's prize. The guests
were: Miss Levins, Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, Mrs. B. W. Kelly, Mrs. George
Kahle, Mrs. I. Appel, Miss Pauline
Levy, Miss Gertie Kohn and Miss
Lucy Rosenwald.

H

Gas, Heartburn or Indigestion In Five Minutes.
If you had some Diapepsin handy
and would take a little now your
stomach distress or Indigestion would
vanish in five minutes and you would
feel fine.
This harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome a
stomach before yo'i
sour,
No Dyspepsia,

ALARM CLOCKS

FOR EVERYBODY

.90

Sunrise

$1.60
$1.35
Sunbeam,
Junior Tattoo,

Spasmodic,

$1.75
$2.70

Eight Day,

realize it
If your meals don't tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to fill
you, or lays like a lump of lead in
your stomach, or if you have heartburn, that is a sign of Indigestion.
Ask your Pharmacist for a
case of Pape's Diapepsin and take a
little just as soon as you can. There
will be no sour riflings, no belching
of undigested food mixed with acid,
no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
or heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, Debilitating Headaches, Dizziness or Intestinal griping. This will
all go, and, besides, there will be no
undigested food left over in the stom
ach to poison your breath with nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it
prevents fermentation and takes hold
of your food and digests it just the
same as if your stomach wasn't there.
Relief in f e minutes from all stomach misery is at any drug store waiting for you.
cases of Pape's
These large
Diaper, in contain more than sufficient
to thoroughly cure almost any case 'f
Dyspepsia, Indigestion or any other
stomach disturbance.

R.OBER.T J. TAUPERT,
JEWELER

OPTICIAN

AND

LAS VEGAS NEW MFXICO

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
Distributing
Agents

BAIN
WEBER

hill Line of

Miss Heather Hill of Idaho Springs,
The Ladies' Guild o et. Paul's MemColo., Miss Winifred Shuier cf Raton
and Miss Helen Brant of Los Angeles orial Episcopal church met Tuesday
all of whom are visiting friends In afternoon with Mrs. John Robbins.
Las Vegas, were the guests of honor
at a six handed euchre party this afternoon given by Miss Helen Cunning-

EMERSON
McCORMICK

IMPLEMENTS

VEHICLES
HARNESS

SADDLES
SEEDS

X

THE PLAZA

WAGONS

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

ham and Miss Louise Cunningham.

WWW

The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
Whist club was entertained by Mrs.
Charles Greenclay at her home on
Seventh street. Mrs. Jacob Stern
was awarded the first honors of the
afternoon.
f V
Mrs. Dan Stern entertained the
Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Whist club
at the regular meeting) this week. On
this occasion Mrs. Charles Danziger
won the first prize.
The Ladles' Altar society of the
Church of the bnmaculate Conception
held Its regufep- - meeting Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs. James O'Byrne
at her home on Douglas avenue.
The regular weekly meeting of the
Ladies' Aid society of the First Chris-tlochurch was held Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. T. J. Scott,
818 Seventh street.

Capital Paid in

Surplus
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

41
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3 d t. HOSKINS, Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00

n

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

W

W

the First
Baptist church met Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Hayes at her home,
827 Fourth street.
4 4 4
Mrs. A. L. Shafer entertained the
Friendship club on Tuesday afternoon
at its regular meeting at her home,
911 Tilden avenue.
Th Ladies' Aid society of

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly

President
Vice President
Treasurer

D. T. Hoskins

Interest Paid on Deposits
th:

The regular fortnightly meeting of
the Harmony club will be held Thursday afternoon with Mrs. A. L. Schafer,
at her home, 911 Tilden avenue.
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SHOE REPAIRING
and
Shoe repairing !s important
particularly
should be done
right
welt soled shoes which when repaired
should be sewed. Our eelctric driven
finishFleming stitcher and Champion
shoe
the
er equals hand work, leaving
as
shape
the
flexible and retaining
when new, costs less and wears Just
as long. Hedgcock's.
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Feb.
Washington,
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and
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Committee
Senator
exonerating
report
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from
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to
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Quitting

Coffee

And in its place a regular cup of

well-mad-

e

postuh

Means freedom
UsuaJly
I
i
l

from

Headache

..

Sleepless Nights

Heart Palpitation
Indigestion, etc.
Coffee does cause these and

many persons who don't suspect the cause.

81S0O
If
PART CASH, BALANCE ON TIM
frams
two
story
will buy a good
corner lot,
house, 7 rooms and bath,
sidewalks In on botn streets, excel-

$1,000
lent location; easily worth
Better hurry If you want to take
advantage of this bargain.
Corpora
.dvestmenl and Agency

4JOB.

PhOBB

40

other obscure ills in

Such can find
to the

food-drin-

k,

old-tim-

e

health and comfort by a change

Postum.

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.

WHY

IT PAYS

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality anjfl reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake-He believes in his goods to the extent of 'investing his capital , no
only in making the goods right, bujt in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable' if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only af protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.

It At ways

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

A

LAST APPEARANCE OF RACHEL

The student council, which is tne
leading undergraduate organization,
Death of Great French Actress Due has elected aa president H. U Glad-dl- s
to Brother' Matter Stroke
of McOune, Kan., and one member
of Economy.
of the executive committee comes from
Chicago, another from Saco, Me., and
The greatest tragic actress that
third from Honolulu. Harvard AlumPrance ever produced was Rachel. ni Bulletin.
Her last appearance in New York was
on November 17, 1856, at Trlpler hall,
Height of Humility.
as Phedre In "Le Moinean de Lesble."
Senator La Follette, at a dinner In
"While
playing at the Walnut
Street theater, Philadelphia, an inci- Madison, said of a certain notorious
"That trust's Thanksgiving
dent occurred that was the cause or trust:
her death. It was an extremely cold won't be this year so boisterous and
to be. That trust
night, and between the acts Rachel, blatant as it used
Its
has certainly become subdued.
instead of going to her dressing-rooor green room, where a Are rendered spirit is as humble now as that of a
very ugly man who visited a matrift pleasant and comfortable, sat
a Bmull table placed near the monial agency and said he'd like to
find a wife. But the agent, looking
prompter's seat. On the table she had
the man over, returned sternly: 'I'm
wax
book
several
placed
candles, the
of the play and some papers. There afraid it won't be easy to find a wife
In the extreme cold, with but a slight for you. my friend.'
" 'I thought,' said the applicant, 'you
covering, sat this fragile, classic form,
d
something
the cold air rushing down, around and might have
"
books.'
on
your
influabout her, chilling with its icy
ence even those who were seated in
the parquet. Raphael Felix, Rachel's
Beet Cultivation Spreading.
brother, had taken the theater In its
Beet cultivation has been raised
or
entirety, assuming all the expenses
from a production of 1,000 tons in
beating and lighting, and he thought 1885 to more than 500,000 tons in 1910.
It probably a master stroke of econ- There is so much
r
territory
omy to suppress the furnace tires, or in this country that if only one acre
not
did
his
he
head
trouble
in fifty were planted with beets once
possibly
about them. But Rachel awoke the every four years the entire United
next morning gasping with pneu- States demand for sugar could be sup
monia, and Raphael's saving In fuel piled.
resulted in the untimely death ot his
LITTLE
THINGS
Rachel sailed for SHRINKING
great sitter.
Charleston, S. C, where she was able
to give one performance, December
17, 1855, and it was her last appearance on any stage. She acted
Lecouvreur. From Charleston
Khe went with her company to Havana, expecting she would be well
enough to act, but she never did. Day
by day she grew weaker, until at last,
finding that It was useless to prolong
the struggle, she returned to Europe,
took up her abode at the Villa Sarden,
at Cannes, France, where she died, al- most alone, January 6, 1858."
be-lal-

short-sighte-

beet-suga-

e
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SLANG

Mack the Mick Returns Highly Disgusted With His Experience
Among the Britishers.
"Chee," said Mack the Mick, as he
disembarked from the second cabin
gangway of the Lusitanla, "dem Britishers dunno deir own slang. No, dey
don't. Straight!
"I took in deir law courts one day
in Lunnon. Chee1. dey didn't know
what a toff wa3 dere. Toff deir own
slang, mind ye and dey didn't know
it! Straight! Cheel
"A cuBter date a huckster he sex,
pez he, dat a guy wot he'd swiped was

lf

To-wl-

,

'
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SANITARY

BOARD.

Albuquerque, N.
G, last pub.
16,

1st pub. Feb.

I fought,' eaya another law'dat a toft was a bloke wot wore

yer,

M.

red-whi-

M.
1912.

UP

Branded
On left ribs

an eyeglass.'
"Den de head jedge he dropped his
own eyeglass outer his eye and he
eays:
" 'O' course,
dough dere's many
exceptions to de rule.'
"Den dey all' laughed, but flew de
coop disgusted.
"'Lawyers!' says I to meself. 'And
dey dunno deir own slanguage'.'"

Said animal being unknown tc this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

well-know- n

CATTLE

SANITARY

BOARD,

-

Albuquerque, N.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16,

Leaders at Harvard.
There was at one time a popular belief it never had much foundation
that undergraduate affairs In Harvard
college were directed and controlled
by the men who came from Boston.
Whatever may have been the facts
in years gone by, a glance at the
list of officers elected from time to
time by the present undergraduates
will show that the Boston men have
no monopoly of the positions of trust
and responsibility.
The members of the sophomore class
elected their officers the other day.
a man
They chose for
from Portland, Ore., and their secretary-treasurclaims Buffalo for his home.
The president of the junior class is
registered from Denver, Colo.; the
from New York, and the
secretary-treasure- r
from Santa Barbara, Cat

LODGE
A.

Wanted

M.
1912.

LAS VEGA8 COMMANDER Y, NO. 2,
N
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
conclave second Tnes--

s4uiar
day in each

at

Ma-

month

at Masonic

at 7:30 p. m.
Williams. H P.;
Brinegar, Secretary.
ple,

TemM. R.
P. A.

Branded

CHAS. LEWIS

To-wl- t:

F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
aDie to carry out obligations made by
uis nrm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in
ternally, acting directly upon the
Diooa and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Price
75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
pation.

I.

To-wi- t:

and the

YOUR SIDEBOARD STOCK

matter concerning which you
should give careful attention. We carry the famous Sherwood Rye whiskey,
properly aged and best suited for
family use. We also carry a splendid
line of wines and champagnes. Family trade accorded our special atten
tion. Goods delivered. The Opera
Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor.

ATTORNEYS

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
New Mexle.
Las Vegas,

PHYSICIANS
H. W. HOUF, D. O., M.

D.

Physician and Surgeon
I treat all kinds of diseases, but
make a specialty of eye, ear, nose and
throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
536
Office:
Grand Avenue.
705 Sixth Street
Residence:
LOCAL

TINE CARD

EA8T BOUND
Arrive
No. 2
9:10
No. 4
11:05
No. 8.... 1:15
No. 10
1:45

p. m
p m
a. m
p. m

WEST
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

Depart
9:15
11:10
1:25
2:10

p. m
p. m

a. m.
p. m

BO UNO

1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m.
4:40 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

p. m
p. id.

p. m
p. m

ANT Ads
Are Best

strain is particularly hard on little

Is a

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoas
at office and residence.

PHONE MAIN 227

OF COUGHING
Is sweeping over the town. Old and

Two nicely furnished front room3.
with electric lights and bath. In
quire 518 Sixth street

4,

Pure Ice

AN EPIDEMIC

FOR RENT

DENTISTS.

Crystal Ice Co

Up-to-da-

children and on elderly people. Foley's
Honey and Tar compound is a quick
safe and reliable cure for all coughs
and colds. Contains no opiates. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

wel-

First La Grippe, Then Bronchitis.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
Bailey, McCreary, Ky. 'My wife was
taken down with a sever attack of
which run into bronchitis. She
v:elcome.
coughed as though she had consumption and could not sleep at night. The
first bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound
gaa her so much relief
1.
Meets every Monday evening at that she continued asing it until she
their hal on Sixth street. All visit- was permanently cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
ing brethren cordially invited to attend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.;
Foley Kidney Pills will cure any
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, case of kidney or bladder trouble not
the reach of medicine. No
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; beyond
medicine can do more, o n av.ou.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
fer and Red Cross Drug Co.

The Sound Sleep of Good Health
Is not for those suffering from kid
The
ney aliments and irregularities.
prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
and
backache
dispel
rheumatism, heal
and strengthen sore, weak and ailing
restore
normal
kidneys,
action, and
with it health and strength. Mrs. M.
F. Spalsbury, overling, 111., says: "I
suffered great pain in my back and
kidneys, could not sleep at night, and
could not raise my hands over my
head. But two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured me." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

young alike are affected,

ing neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

io-wi- l:

cure.

..NO. 804. Meets second and fourth
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonem
building. Visiting members are cor
dially invited W. R. Tipton. G. BL.
E. P. Mackrl, F. S.

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
Grand avenue.

For Sale

HOW'S THIS;
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL

RANSFORD

To-wi- t:

To-wl-

'

month

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of eaek
month at O. R. C. hall.
Vlsltlaj
brothers are cordially invited. Gee
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O.

sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme. Re MODERN
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.
love at Woodmen of the World
halL on the second and fourth FriLAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
VisaG. Laemmle, Clerk.
Consul;
tion first Monday in each

Seta

er

S

D. R. Murray,

For Rent

rice-preside-nt

AGUA PURA COMPANY

&

Said animal being unknown to this WANTED
Dining room girl, 403
Railroad avenue.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad WANTED Experienced girl for gen
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
eral housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors
by this Board for the benefit of the
520, Washington.
4t
owner when found.
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
EL
1,
KNI GHT8
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
OF
PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday eve
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
ning in Castle Hall
FOR RENT Three room cottage, furVisiting Knights are
315 Eighth street.
nished,
invited
Apply
cordially
Advertisement
Estray
803 Jackson.
Chas. E. Liebsoh- Notice Is hereby given to whom it
nler, Cha n c e 1 1 o r
may concern that the following deCommander. Harry
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
624
room, electric lights, bath.
Martin, Keeper of
Traquilino Jaramillo, Bibo, N. M.,
Main street.
Records and Seal.
1912.
19,
January
One cow, 3 years old, 700
FOR RENT Four room cottage, part
lbs.
Iy furnished, chicken house, barn, FRATERNAL
m
Branded
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
7
acres, partly under ditch, suit
102 Meets every Monday night at
On left hip
able for chicken ranch or smal!
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
On car line. Rent cheap for
dairy.
8 o'clock.
Ear mark
Visiting members are
one year. Call 417 Eighth street
welcome. E. E. Gehring,
cordially
East Lag Vegas.
Said an.mai being unknown to this
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
2
FOR
RENT
room furnished house
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
921 Lincoln avenue.
days after last appearance of this ad
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
said
soul
will
be
vertlsement,
estray
I. O. of B B.
Meets every first
by this Board for the benefit of the
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
owner when found.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
CATTLF SANITARY BOARD,
FOR SALE One brood sow, one boar
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Albuquerque, N. M.
and two shoats. Phone Olive 5581
invited
Isaac Appel,
corcVlclly
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
President; Charles Greenclay, SecFOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs. Call
retary.
Estray Advertisement
Main 314.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood
Lemt
H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
LOST
Lace
handkerchief at opera
February 1, 1912.
Flint, chief of records and collector
house reception. Return to First
une Day mare, 7 years
of
wampum.
Visiting brother
National bank and receive reward
old, 800 lbs., 14
hands.

On left thigh
Assistant This quarter that girl
Estray Advertisement
gave you is bad.
Said animal being unknown to this
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
The Fortune Teller She's got nothclaimed by owner on or
Board.unless
concern
may
that
dethe
following
ing on me at that. The fortune I told
before
Feb.
26,
1912, said date being 10
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
her was bad, to.
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N. M., January days after last appearance of this ad
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
18, 1912.
To-w- it
One red cow, 11 years old, by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
600 lbs., 4
More Pay, More Love.
feet.
"New York city school ma'ams art
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
going to be an attractive target foi
On left ribs
Albuquerque, N. M
Cupid's shaft In the near future T
1st pub. Feb. 6, last nub. 16, 1912.
said a principal the other day. "With
Ear mark
salaries ranging from $1,850 to $2,404
Said animal being unknown to this
yearly, even an extravagant spinster
Estray Advertisement
will be able to boost the credit side Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
of a savings account. Some of my before Feb. 26, 1912, said
date being 10 may concern that the following de
women teachers already report an inafter last appearance of this ad- scribed estray animal was taken up by
days
crease in the number of suitors, and
H. H. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M.
they say there Is an appreciable In. vertisement, said estray will be sold
crease in the fervor of their beaus by this Board for the benefit of th February 1, 1912.
owner when found.
One colt, 2 years old, 500
protestations of affection."
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
may concern that the following de
after last appearance of this adscribed estray animal was taken up by days
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
D.
TAILOR FOR MEN
J. Cassidy, Jr., Mora, N. M., Janby this Board for the benefit of tho
uary 10, 1012.
owner when found.
One red and white cow,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
te
4 years old, 700 lbs.
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
On
left hip
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
Ear mark
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603 LINCOLN
Said animal being unknown to tms
may concern that the following de
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
scribed estray animal was taken up by
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date beine 10
J. T. Collier, Estincla, N. M., January
before Feb. 12, 1912, said date being 10
30, 1912.
days after last appearance ot this adOne sorrel mare, 4 years
vertisement, said estray will be sold
old, 600 lbs., about 13
hands.
this
Board for the benefit of the
by
I be. or More, Each Delivery
20c p. r 1Qt lbs.
Branded
2,00
owner when found
On left thigh
ZSc per 100 Ike.
i,0M lbs. to tOQft lbs. Cash Delivery
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
MS lb- - to 1,006 lbs, Esol Delivery
Said animal being unknown to this
Me per 100 I be.
Albuquerque, N. M.
M lb, to 200 lbs. Each Delivery
9e per 1W Iba.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912.
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Lees Than BO lbs.. Each Delivery
Mo per 100 lbs.
days after last appearance of this adCHICHESTER PILLS vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
rilla In Red ud (Jolrf
owner when found.
and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
boxes, sealed with Blue
Harvesters, Storers
I'M otkor. Bwr or roar V
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
and Lasting- - Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Albuquerque, N. M.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
1st pub. Feb. 6, laet pub. 16, 1912.

RETAIL PRICES

NO. 2, A. F.

M.

N. O. Herman, W. M.;
Secretary.

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in each
month. Visiting brothers cordially invited.

1912. Board, unless claimed by owner on or

750 lbs.

gent.'

'Why,

CHAPMAN

To-wi-

To-wlt-

gen-uwfn-

HANDLED

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

SOCIETY ANO

-

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., January 22, 1912.
:
One red cow, S years old,

'Wot's a toff V says his nibs, de
head Jedge.
" 'A
toff,' says a lawyer, 'Is a guy
wot wears fine close, yer honor. But,
e
ycr honor, a real toff la a gent, a

CAFE

ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

GOODS

BEST

COLUMN

BOARD,

"

RESTAURANT AND

LOB Hi
SHORT

THE

WANT

mifl

Albuquerque, N.
1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16,

n toft.

Optic

THE

To-wl- t:

ix-pi-

EVENED MATTERS

10, 1918.

T5he

Estray Advertisement
Notice I3 hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
V. P. Harrington, Laguna, N. M., January 22, 1912.
One spotted
cows, 8 years old, 750 lbs.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date being 10
Starboarder Say, Bridget, these days after last appearance of this adcakes get smaller and smaller every vertisement, said estray will be sold
day.
by this Board for tie benefit of the
Sure that's all right; owner when fonnd.
Bridget
they're flannel cakes, 'n' yiz must
CATTLE SANITARY

It

FEBRUARY

AN EARLY SPRING
Estray Advertisement
These warm, sunshiny days give evNotice is hereby given to whom It
ery indication that an early sprng may may concern that the fellowing
be expected. They also remind peoestray animal was taken up by
ple that Potter's ice cream and sodas Lucy Raley, Orogrande, N. M., Jan.
are delicious. The Potter confection- 29, 1S12.
One white horse, in years
ery always is prepared to serve fountain dainties. On Douglas avenue, old, 700 lbs., 11 bands.
next the Photoplay.
Branded
1
On
mi buuuiuot
How Cold Affects the Kidneys
Branded
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys
On left Up
are sensitive. Cold congests the kidneys, throws too much much work
upon them, and weakens their action.
Ear mark
Serious kidney trouble and even
Bright's disease may result StrengthSaid animal being unknown to this
en your kidneys, get rid of the pain
ADVER
and soreness, build them up by tne Board.unless claimed by ownei4- on or 'ATE PCJR CLASSIFIED
TI8EMENT8
timely use of Foley's Kidney pills. before Feb. 26, 1912, Bald date being 10
Tonic In action, quick In results. O days after last appearance ot this adFive cents per line each Insertion
(J. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
said
be
sold
will
stlmata
six ordinary words to a
vertisement,
estray
i5 cents or two and onu-hafor $1.
by this Board for the benefit of the ine. No ad to occupy lest space than
owner when found.
wo lines. Ail advertisement
charg-Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
will ba booked at space actually
Notice Is hereby
ven to whom it
at without regard to number of
Albuquerque, N. M.
nay concern that the following de
"ribed estray animal was taken up by 1st pub. Feb. 6, last pub. 16, 1912. word. Cash In advance preferred.
Frank Davis, Stanley, N. M., January
7, 1912.
Estray Advertisement
One bay mare, 10 years
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
old.
may concern that the following de
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left hip
Rufus Wamel, Animas, N M Jan. 18
Said animal being unknown to tins 1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One red cow, 10 months
before Feb. 26, 1912, said date.beinglO old, 300 lbs., 3
feet.
Branded
days after last appearance of this adOpttc'i Number, Mam 2.
On left ribs
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by tils Board for the benefit of the
Ear mark
owner when found.

To-wl-

O0NT

OPTIC, SATURDAY,

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom

of those who

MIGHT BUY-- the

among all

particular thing is worth mott.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to aome-onwho reads the ads. in this
newspaperand would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
e

As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of
the
best markets!

LAS VE0A8 DAILY

4.

NEWS FORECAST FOR
THE COMING WEEK.

Feb. 10. Heavy guns
of the republican convention
will be fired Monday at the
numerous banquets and meeting arLincoln's
ranged in celebration of
jtirthday. President Taft will speak
In Newark and. New York, Attorney
General Wickersham in Milwaukee,
'Secretary MacVeagh in Lansing, Sen-artTownsend In Detroit, Senator
Lodge in Springfield, 141., Governors
Deneen of Illinois and Hadley of Mis
souri in St. Louis, and former Senator
Beveridge in Denver.
Governor Wood row Wilson of New
Jersey will take his presidential boom
On that day he
to Illinois Monday.
Is to visit Chicago and deliver one
or more public addresses.
Later in
the month he is to return for a four
or five days' tour of Illinois and WisWashington,

com-jiaig-

n

OTTIC, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

the fourth day of March, 1912, In or
der to select 30 delegates to the repub- lican state convention, to be held in
the city of Santa Fe, N. M on the
eighth, day of March A. D. 1912, for
the purpose of selecting eight dele
gates and eight alternates to represent the republican party of the state
of New Mexico in the National repub
lican convention to be held in the city
of Chicago; state of Illinois, on the
eighteenth day of June, A. D. 1912,
for the purpose of nominating candidates for president and vice president
to bo voted for at the presidential
17 election on Tuesday, November 5,
4 1912, and for the transaction of such
14 other business as may properly come
5 before It
The various precincts of San MiII
11 guel county are entitled to the fol8 lowing number of delegates from their
4 respective precincts:
C
Precinct.
relegates

Federal regulation of weights and votes or more, cast for the republican
measures In so far as It Is necessary voes or more, cast for the republican
10 secure
uniformity in the laws candidate for governor of tlie state
throughout tii United States will be! of New Mexico ai fie late election
UikCu-- .: Q - nfuranna "I
hwlH rn fha 1th iiuv nt
Nnvpmhor
-'
B OJt l O
'
Ut
of weights and measures, which wil'l'9". and one deleeate at large from
assemble in Washngton, Thursday for each county In addition upon which
a two days' session.
basis the representation In the state
The Northwest Mining congress will convention of the republican party of
meet in annual session in Spokane the state of New Mexico to be held
Thursday with an attendance of repre- on March 8, 1912, from the several
sentatives of the mining industry in counties of the state shall be as folCalifornia, Oregon, Washington, Mon- lows:
tana, Idaho, Utah and British Colum- Bernalillo
19
bia.
7
Chaves

-

Colfax
Call for Republican Convention
the State of New Mexicv

for Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

"Pursuant to the requirements of Gram
the call made by the republican na- Guadalupe
tional committee on December 12, Lincoln
1911, for a republican national con- Luna
vention to be held In the city of Chi- MoKInley
15
cago in the state of Illinois, at 12 Mora
6
o'clock non on Ttieeday, June 18, Otero
9
1912, for the purpose of nominating Quay
20
. . .
Rio Arriba
candidates for president and
consin.
4
to be voted for at the presi- Roosevelt
The second state convention to se
6
Sandoval .
lect delegates to the republican na- dential election on Tuesday, Novem5
tional convention will he that of the ber, 5, 1912, and for the transaction San Juan
. of such other business as
'
,..,.,,, J. innun,
30
n
t
San
...In
n.l.Ul,
Miguel
come
u
nzvwum
may
wiir
will meet
Kttrji&ia
18
Wednesday in Atlanta. It has been before, it the republican central com- Santa Fe
6
,
Sierra
asmittee
of
the
New
an
Mexico
state
of
will
effort
that
be made
reiorted
23
by the Roosevelt forces to split the sembled at Santa Fa mi rhia 9Kth Aav Socorro
U
delegation, but friends of President of January. 1912. hereby calls for the Taos . . .
10
Taft declare that a solid Taft delega holding of a convention of the re- Torrance
14
Union
will
uublican
be named.
tion
party of the state of New
19
Manufacturers of shoe machinery Mexico, to be held in the city of Santa Valencia
from all over the country are expected Pe, state of New Mexico, at 2 o'clock
305
Total
to appear before the house judiciary on Friday, the eighth day of March,
All notices of contest shall be sub
committee Tuesday, when Representat- A. D., 1912 for the purpose of selective Thayer's bills and resolutions ing eight delegates and eight alter- mitted in writing, setting forth the
against the United Shoe Machinery nates to represent the republican par- grounds of contest, which must be
state of New Mexico In the filed with the secretary of the state
ty e
company will he considered.
The board of railway commissioners said national convention called to be central committee at least three days
of Canada will meet in Ottawa Tues hied at Chicago on the 18th day of before the meeting of the state convention.
day to consider what is probably one June, 1912.
All county conventions must be held
The republican central committees
of the most imiwrtant matters that It
has yet been called upon to deal of the various counties of the state not later than the 4th day of March,
wiui, nameiy, ine enlarges or unjust are by this committee requested and 1912.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
and discriminating freight rates in directed to issue a call for the holdChalrm-- n.
effect In the western provinces. The ing of a county convention of the re
W.
HERBERT
CLARK,
counto
In
is
the
way
the
open
hearing
expected
publican party
respective
for a wholesale Investigation of the ties upon such notice and date as they
Secretary.
rates and practices of Canadian rail- may deem expedient for the purpose of
roads.
electing delegates to the state conven- CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
The British parliament will reas- tion to be held on the 8th day of
CONVENTION.
A convention of the republicans of
semble Wednesday to consider and March, 1912, as aforesaid, and which
take final action on the measure the basis of representation shall be San Miguel county, state of New
one delegate for each one hundred Mexico, is hereby called to be held
granting home rule to Ireland.
I

,

No.
No
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1

San Miguel

2

La Cuesta
Las Vegas, south
Tecolote
Las Vegas, North
Las Vegas, Central
San Antonio
Las Vegas, upper

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

2
4
4
4

9

10, 1912.

No. 38
No. 39
No. 40

Lc Torres
2
2
Tecolotito
2
Bernal
No. 41 Canyon Largo
2
No. 42 Romeroville
i
No. 43 Los Fuertes ...
No. 44 Ojltos Frios
2
No. 46 Cherryvale
2
No. 46 Emplazado
2
No. 47 Hot Springs
2
4
No. 48 Trementlna
No. 49 Agua Zarca
2
No. 50 Guadalupe
2
2
No. 51 San Ignacio
2
No. 52 Las Colonlas
2
No. 53 Enclnosa
Proxies will not be recognized unless held by residents of the same
precinct from which the delegates
have been chosen. The rarious precincts will hold therr primaries as
soon as convenient, but not later
that the second day of March, 1912.
The secretaries of the various primaries are requested to notify the
chairman of this committee of the
date of their meeting and the names
of the delegates chosen, immediately
after holding their primaries.
SGCUNDINO ROMERO,

Chairman.

2
2

F. O. BLOOD,

Pecos

3

Secretary.

Chaperito
San Geronimo

2

Rowe

3
2

Rociada

2

Sapello

2

Las Manuelttas

2

Union
San Patricio

2
2

Mishawaka

i

McKinley
San Juan
Casa Colorstua

2
2
3

Sabinoso

2

San Jose
La Liiendre

4

Pena Blanca

2

Los Alamos

2

San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
Canyon de Menuelitas
Puertecito
El Pueblo
Los Vliiges
San Isidro
Las Galllnas
Penasco Blanco
El Cerrlto

2

2

2

11
2
2
2

i
2
3
2
2

THE STORY OF GOOD ST. VALENTINE.
Having first secretly married one
happy pair, he was prevailed upon to
examine the assortment of valentines
at the 5, 10 and 25 cent store and the
prices were so attractive, from one
cent to 25 cents, and there being so
many styles to pick trom, he bought
all of his valentines at this popular
store. As our valentine postcards and
valentines are selling very rapidly,
don't put off buying till the stocks are
ail broken.
GREAT WHITE WAY
When you put up an electric sign at
yonr place of business you will hav
done something for yourself as well
yonr city, for an electric sign Is the
modern great white way of advert is
lng. Keeps yonr name constantly be
fore the eye of the purchasing pub
He and helps to make Las Vegas
a wideawake city. Las Vegai
Light and Power company.
looi-lik-

BIG DIFFERENCE.
BOWLING TOURNEY
It makes little or no difference
Paul, Minn.. Feb. 10. Internawhether you know or not that ws
tional Bowling association official
have completed the final details ot have wines, whiskies, etc., etc. nut
arrangements for the annual tourna- It does make a big difference if you
ment, which will open in this city to- don't know that we sell the puiesL

St

morrow night and continue for ten
The entry list is the largest in
the history of the association. Individual and team bowlers are entered
from Chicago, Omaha, Milwaukee, Dubuque, Des Moines, Superior, Winni
peg, Edmonton and a number of other
cities of the northwest and Canada.
days.

that our prices are the lowest, our
deliveries prompt and that we cater
to the family trade. The Lobby.
Lau-bac- h

& Benjamin,

ATTENTION

AGAINST WET FEET.
Wet and chilled feet usually affect
the mucous membrane of the nose,
throat and lungs, and la grippe, bronchitis or pneumonia may result
the
Watch carefully, particularly
children, and for the racking stub-bocoughs give Foley's Honey and
It soothes the InTar Compound.
OH! YOU SWEET KIDDO
flamed membranes, and heals the
You can tell that girl you love her
Take no substitute.
cough quickly.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug if you send one ot Bally's Valentines
Co.
i
or Valentine postcards. The line this
year is exceptionally pretty and inHANDSOME DECORATIONS
cludes novelties that are sure to be
There t no prettier decoration for
pleasing. There are comic valentines
a room than leather pillows and the for the children as
well as the orand
handsome
convenient
many other
Valentine greetings.
dinary
articles that are manufactured
leather. Mis9 M. M. Thompson has a
A MONTH HAS PASSED
beautiful assortment which she is
A whole month of the new year has
selling at remarkably cheap prices. passed. Have you started that account
Miss Thompson also has Valentines
for yourself or your little son or
and souvenir postcards of all variedaughter? If not, you have sMll 11
ties.
months in which to save. The First
National Bank offers an admirable opWELL! WELL! WELL!
portunity for accumulating savin ;s.
Ejaculates the average person who Your account solicited.
passing gazes into the shop windows
Sablno Lujan always has an attractive
IT IS NOT STRANGE
It is not strange that so many peodisplay of Jewelry, watches, cut glass
etc. There Is always something about ple eat at Kate Wright's Montezuma
the place that causes people to stoj restaurant on Center street. The bill
and impels them to enter. The store of fare Is generous and the price is
Is a magnet for the discriminating cheap, 25 cents for regular meals.
purchaser. Sabino Lujan, jeweler Many people wonder how It Is possible to serve such e cellent meals so
optician, watchmaker. Bridge street
cheaply.
A WARNING

DID YOU

littu-bette-

HEAR

What the ground hog had to say the
other day? He declared that six more
weeks of winter were sure to come.
We had a taste Saturday and Sunday
of what can be expected this month.
Better get your coal shed filled up right
now.
The Coors Lumber company
has a plentiful supply and will fill all
orders promptly.

MASQUERADERS, LISTEN
For wigs, transformations, puffs and
switches and everything for the hair
you should go to Mrs. Standish at the
Emporium. You can find Just what
you wish to wear to the masquerade
ball, for sale or rent. Hair dressad
for balls and parties. Phone Vesas
119, 524 Sixth street.

THE OPTIC IS

For a Greater

LA5 VEGAS

THE HOflE PAPER

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
II

PADGETT, Editor,
Sane, Conservative And Well Edited
M,

The Optic is the Best
Daily in a Town of This
Size in The Southwest

ELKS

Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Water-maIs making sittings and the picr
tures are proving as good or a
than the quality usually turned
out by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today
Better arrange for a sitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza.

I

THE OPTIC IS
For a Greater
NEW MEXICO

proprietors

Subscribe for the Optic
and get the News.
Advertise in the Optic
get the Business

LM

VEGAS DAILY

After Remaining

Regular dance at the armory to

Under the management of Misa Res
dark Rosenthal hall will otoe opened this evening for dancing with a
souvenir ball. Carnations will be the
mementoes of the occasion.
Dances
will be run regularly every week.

Trr a dram of Old Taylor bourDon
at the Opera Bar.

Dr. M. F. Des Mahars, county superintendent of schools, was disappointed
in the showing made at the recent

For painting and paperhanglng,
Phone Main

Davie, 414 Columbia.

Advanced 20 Points Yesterday
We anticipated our wants and have a
good supply
on hand so we will give you the benefit, unless there is
a further advance.
WE. WILL CONTINUE TO SELL

SEEDS
Garden time and you should begin to think
about your garden and

FLOWER BEDS
We have a complete line of new seeds,

GARDEN and FLOWER

Sweet Pea Seed
IN BULK
ALSO

ONION SETS.

H. STEARNS
GROCER,.

The Home of Quality
have the very choicest Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lard,
Sauages all kinds Pickles and Kraut. Mince Meat.

AT THE CRAAFHAYWARD CO

Finch'! Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, ot course
In

Household furniture for sale, leaving town. C. C. Btting, 910 Third
si reet.

STORE

CHANGE YOUR WASH DAY

If you make it
LAS VEGAS STEAM
LAUNDRY DAY

We Always Have The Best of
Everything Eatable.

you'll never go back to the
way.

ed

Wright intimifeif Mr Mitchell made
such a promise" .before the close of
the proceeding the court might consider immunity from Imprisonment.
Mitchell gave no intimation as to
his course. Earlier in the
day he
I) ad
said:
"My choice is that I either be vindicated or condemned on the evidence submitted in the case."

jfhe Ladies' Aid society of the First
Methodist church will meet Tuesday
W
afternoon with Mrs. A. J. Wertz at
JOHNSON CERTIFICATE FOUND
her home, 926 Eighth street. The
Pittsburgh, iPa.1, Feb. 10 Tht mar- meeting will be in the form of a Valentine party and all of the members nage certificate of Jack Johnson, the
are requested to be present and bring negro pugilist, who was married here
last year, was found today after
their friends with them.
months of search by the marriage license bureau. Alderman John Fugassi
came forward with the statement
A PROMISE TO BE GOOD
that he had married Johnson and Etta
10.
Feb.
Washington,
Justice H. Duryean on
January 18, 1911 and
Wright of the District of Columbia t.ad returned the
certificate to the
at
the
supreme court,
close of John
license bureau. A clerk un
marriage
Mitchell's testimony in today's hearearthed the certificate and made of
ing in the contempt proceedings flcial return df it
The marriage
against Samuel Gompers, John Mitch- was at a hotel intoday.
the negro quarter,
ell and Frank Morrison, "strongly reconducted by Frank Sutton, who witcommended the propriety" of Mr. nessed
the ceremony with a city
Mitchell's making a promise to the
court that he would obey all court in- in the future.
Justice1 The Omie
junctions
prints all tht nen-:

TRY US ONCE.
PHONE NOW--

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
Phone Main

81

617

PLEASE
NOTICE

LOST BOTH GAMES.
The boys' and girls' teams of the Albuquerque High School were victorious over the two tews worn the Las
Vegas High School in both games of
the double header played in the Duke
City last night, the boys winning, by
a score of 23 to 17 end the girls 23

.

(Continued From Page One)

Our new Regal Shoes for this
No smarter footwear has
ever been seen in this town. And
their trim custom styles are not
frlPlf it n vr v li ci v fariip
season.

I

i

1YEAjJL

$400

SHOES

give you the same

$500

fit and comfort as
shoes because they are made in quarter-size- s
just
double the number of fittings found in other shoes.
We have a wide variety of styles in these new Regal
models, and can suit your taste perfectly.
perfect

made-to-measu-

re

GREENBERGER

I

ET us tell

you About

our low
Window Lighting.

Flat Rate
You pay

rent for that small space
in your Window, let it bring
you good returns by having
big

it well lighted.
Cuntom.T

W. P. Southard

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,

G. A. Atcheson of Trinidad arrived
last night from Colorado on business.
A. Solomon, Mr. Tompkins and Mr.
Cooper, farmers of Sumner county,
Kan., after spending several days in
Las Vegas investigating land conditions, returned to their homes yesterAll of the men were pleased
day.
with the farming land on the mesa
and expect to locate in this country
during the coming year.

Jefferson Reynolds President
'
Vice President
Hal.'ett Raynolds Cashier
DnRynWsVice
Stephen
President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

ENTOMBED

MINERS ESCAPE
Danville, III., Feb. 10. After being
imprisoned in the shaft of the
Fair-mou-

coal company's mine near this
city for 15 hours, 50 miners were released early today by men who had
chopped the ice from the shaft. The
men were entombed yesterday but the
to 13. Both games were fast and ex- breaking of a wheel on the cage while
citing and the contests were witnessed the cage was about 100 feet below the
by the largest crowd of the season. surface.
The Las Vegas boys ana girls were
game to the finish and gave their opRegular meeting of G. E. Rosenwald
ponents a stiff battle from the start lodge Monday evening at vestry room
to the finish. Following the game the of Temple Montefiore.
Meadow City teams were the guests
of the Albuquerque school at a reception and dance.

EAT
SANITARY

BAKERY

Goods

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivid.d Profits $35, 000

hile this bank adopt, every desirable method
W
ker i0g, lt never loses
that essential
sight of

of

modern ban-

quality, Absolute Safety.

Interest Paid cn

Time Deposits
1

COAL AND WOOD

WRITE

NUT

LUMP
JVHOLESALL AND RETAIL
D. IV. C ON D ON mittn

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Douglas

FOR RENT Housekeeping
rooms,
first floor, electric lights, telephone,
508 Main avenue.

Our Phone Number
has been changed.
To call our store in
future, please call

VEGAS

121

FRESH EVERY DAY

Bread, Cukes,

Cookies, Rolls,
Doughnuts and

The

Fried Cakes.

Science of
Selling

AT

Farms

If it may be term ed a science
most
include a meafe
presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective
buyers.

To reach this
class in the southwest use
the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS
PERRY ONION & SON

507 Siilh Sired

s

fk

MEXICO

The seat reservation for the conCHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR DAY.
The regular monthly meeting of the cert
of the Craven family orchestra, Christian
school board of East Las Vegas will
church, February 11, 1912:
which will appear In Las Vegas at the
Communion services.
be held Monday evening in the city Y.
M. C. A. hall on February 15 on
Song, "All Hail the Power of Jesus'
hall. A large attendance is desired.
the Santa Fe reading room circuit,
Name."
will open for employes of the railroad
Members of the Las Vegas lodge of on
Scripture reading.
Tuesday at noon, and tor the genElks have received invitations to a
Responsive reading.
on Thursday, the day of
eral
Solo, Miss Maude Hunter.
dance to be given on St Valentine's the public
concert. This company, composed
Mrs. P. M. Rains' impressions of the
day by the Las Cruces Elks.
of George Craven and four daughters,
Damon Orphanage, Mips Pearl Hutch
and accompanied by Miss Queen
luson.
All of the Judicho district clerks
Stout, reader, is recommended as one
Letter from Amolr, one of the Da
who held office under the territorial
of the best attractions booked for Las
regime have turned the court records Vegas this season. The demand for moh boys, George Noll.
over to the county clerks of the var- the seats no doubt will be
Song, "I Love to Tell the Story."
large. All
ious counties comprising their dis- members of the orchestra are musiMissionary poem, Grace Bentley.
Song, "Jesus Shall Reign."
tricts. The county clerks are now ex- cians of
ability and Miss Stout is a
Reading, "Mastering English," Miss
ercising their full auties under the talented reader.
Laura Norman.
state constitution.
me change was
not effected without considerable
Duet, "Blessed Bible; How I Love
At the coroner's inquest held in
It," Misses Maurine Harper and Vinlta
trouble and not all the transfers have Chacon last
of
over
the
bodies
night
been made, it is sard, it is likely the woman and three children who Rose.
that the legislature will provide a were found yesterday in Turquillo Poem, "The Field Is the World,
runa witn wnich to reimburse the valley, five miles from Chacon, by a Ethel Harper.
In Camp With the Orphanage Boys,
district clerks for their additional la young boy, it was decided that they
Frank
Fredericks.
bor in transferring the records.
had frozen to death. The woman has
Take an Offering A. R. Till
Why
been identified as Lucinda
Duran,
Las Vegas people wo enjoy danc- who was in jail a short time ago on man.
Poem, "Put Yourself in His Place,"
Her three
ing will be delighted to learn that the charge of insanity.
the orchestra that furnished the mu- children who died with her are Eloisa, John Cook.
The offering.
sic for the dance last night will be aged six years, Porflrio, aged 4 years
Christian Endeavor and Mission
maintained as a permanent organlza-ton- and Carolina aged 18 months. It is
The orchestra? furnfshes splen- said the woman and children wander- Study, E. S. Showalter.
Doxology.
did music.
It is composed of Mrs ed from their home five days ago and
Mlzpath.
Simison, pianist; James Cook, violin; since that time searching parties have
O. C. Zingg, cornet; H. T. Northrup, been looking for them.
One of the
MONUMENTS
children had a mark on the head and
trombone, and Jehu. Cook, drums.
Bills Bros., 771 Broadway, Denver
it is thought, had been struck by the
Colo.
Aaron
inrepresentative.
Linden Duthie, acting as agent for woman, who was thought to be
.
sane. The father, Juan Duran, sur Ralney, 1101 Eleventh street,
a colony of Oregon farmers, has purSheriff Sanchez was on the Las Vegas, N. M.
vives
chased from J. D Hand, 800 acres or
yesterday to look over th"
irrigated had near Los Alamos. The ground
Our city will soon be
case and was In-- attendance at the
for
farmers expect to come here in a
Fire Insurance. Our rates will depend
last
inquest
night.
short tiiun and get their crops ifrjo
on the condition our city presents.
the ground. The yegon men are
It's time to get busy. Remove conThe following New Mexicans have
from the vicinity of Medford and are
been commssloned postmasters in the flagration breeders.
experienced in Irrigation farming. P. service of I'ncle Sam: Jesse A. Mol- CUTLER BROTHERS,
G. Hammond of Cumberland, O., has
Tel. Main 124.
614 Lincoln Ave.
San
Juan
Earle
chon,
Crystal,
county;
also purchased 220 acreH near Los L.
Moulton, Lucia, Torrance county:
Alamos.
Mr. Hammond was headed
BRAZILIAN MINISTER DEAD
Bess B. McCay, Mountainair, Torrance
for the Aztec district but land here
Rio Janeiro, Brazil, Feb. 1!). Baron
Jessie K. Thompson, Orchard
looked good and he decided to pur- county;
Park;, Chavez county, and Dubijinia M de Rio Branco, minister of foreign afchase. J. O. Neafus of Cuervo is a
San Mateo, Valencia county. fairs In the Brazilian cabinet, died this
recent purchaser of Los Alamos land. Chavez,
into effect on March 6 postal morning at ten minutes past nine. Ho
Going
Theodore A. Mooring, who has been
savings banks will be established at was atricken suddenly 111 on U
secretary to Mr. Hand for some time, San
Marcial, Socorro county, Fort evening of February 5 with uraemia
has been elected secretary or the Ten
Sumner, Guadalupe county, and Wag- and the attack was so severe that
Lakes Land company.
he never railed.
on Mound, Mora county.'-- "

TO LAUNDRY DAY

ZlZ--

THEREQUESTOF

miles north of here by 600 federal
troops. The fight lasted two hoar.
teachef m examination. The federals lost fire soldiers killed
Thirty young men and women took but the rebels' loss is not learned.
the examination and oniy five received
certificates. The other 25 candidates
Strike in Orizaba.
did not attain to a passing grade. It
Orizaba, Mexico, pjb. 10. Nearly
is thought the young people who
15,000 cotton factory employes were
sought certificates did not prepare locked out
today by the industrial
themselves thoroughly for the examinof Orizaba because they
company
ation. Good teachers are always in
threatened to strike, it is feared the
demand and Dr. Des Marftis was
unemployed men win jom the rebel
grieved because of the result of the force in Oaxaca and PueBla. The sitexamination. Those who received cer- uation has been
much complicated by
tificates, however, came through with the strike ot 200 mechanics in the
excellent grades.
Mexican railway shops at pera.

HIGHS

There is to be a big double header
basketball contest at the Y. M. C. A.
gymnasium this evening between the
Seniors and the High School and the
Normal University and the Business
Men. The first game will
begin at 8
o'clock. Admission to the hall will be
25 cents.

UNITED STATES REFUSES

d

St

We

Bee
357.

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Haptist church will hold a home bafeery
sale Saturday, February 18.

$1.00
1.00

IKE DA VIS

J.

10, H12.

mid-wint-

SUGAR

14 LBS. CANE SUGAR FOR

FEBRUARY

riKht

Steady for Over Tbree Weeks,

15 LBS. BEET SUGAR FOR

SATURDAY,

sie

LOCAL NEWS

BUY SUGAR

OmC.

BOUCHER
toon

Vein

121

The Home of pure food Goods

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS
VEGAS OPTIC

'
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